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INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The release of over five million cubic yards of coal combustion waste from the Tennessee Valley 

Authority’s Kingston, Tennessee facility in December 2008 flooded more than 300 acres of land, 

damaging homes and property.  In response the U.S. EPA is assessing the stability and 

functionality of coal combustion ash impoundments and other management units across the 

country and, as necessary, identifying any needed corrective measures. 

This assessment of the stability and functionality of the MidAmerican Energy coal combustion 

waste (CCW) management units at the George Neal North Energy Center is based on a review of 

available documents and on the site assessment conducted by Dewberry personnel on September 

16, 2010.  We found the supporting technical information to be adequate for the purposes of this 

review and assessment (Section 1.1.3).  As detailed in Section 1.2 there are a number of 

recommendations that may help to maintain a safe and trouble-free operation. 

In summary, the MidAmerican perimeter dike system containing Surface Impoundments 1, 2, 

3A, and 3B, and including the outlet works, at the George Neal North Energy Center is 

SATISFACTORY for continued safe and reliable operation, with no significant existing or 

potential management unit safety deficiencies.  

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

 

The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is embarking on an initiative to investigate 

the potential for catastrophic failure of Coal Combustion Surface Impoundments (i.e. 

management units) from occurring at electric utilities in an effort to protect lives and property 

from the consequences of a dam failure or the improper release of impoundment contents.  The 

EPA initiative is intended to identify conditions that may adversely affect the structural stability 

and functionality of a management unit and its appurtenant structures (if present); to note the 

extent of deterioration (if present); status of maintenance and/or a need for immediate repair; to 

evaluate conformity with current design and construction practices, and to determine the hazard 

potential classification for units not currently classified by the management unit owner or by a 

state or federal agency.  The initiative will address management units that are classified as Less-

than-Low, Low, Significant or High Hazard Potential ranking.  (For Classification, see pp. 3-8 of 

the 2004 Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety.) 

In early 2009, the EPA sent its first wave of letters to coal-fired electric utilities seeking 

information on the safety of surface impoundments and similar facilities that receive liquid-borne 

material that store or dispose of coal combustion waste.  This letter was issued under the 

authority of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 

(CERCLA) Section 104(e), to assist the Agency in assessing the structural stability and 
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functionality of such management units, including which facilities should be visited to perform a 

safety assessment of the berms, dikes, and dams used in the construction of these impoundments. 

EPA asked utility companies to identify all management units, such as surface impoundments or 

similar diked or bermed structures and landfills receiving liquid-borne materials, that store or 

dispose of coal-combustion residuals or by-products, including, but not limited to, fly ash, 

bottom ash, boiler slag, and flue gas emission control residuals.  Utility companies responded 

with information on the size, design, age, and the amount of material placed in the units so that 

EPA could gauge which management units had or potentially could rank as having High Hazard 

Potential.  The USEPA and its contractors used the following definitions for this study: 

“Surface Impoundment or impoundment means a facility or part of a facility which is a 

natural topographic depression, man-made excavation, or diked area formed primarily of 

earthen materials (although it may be lined with man-made materials), which is designed 

to hold an accumulation of liquid wastes or wastes containing free liquids, and which is 

not an injection well.  Examples of surface impoundments are holding, storage, settling 

and aeration pits, ponds, and lagoons.” 

For this study, the earthen materials could include coal combustion residuals.  EPA did 

not provide an exclusion for small units based on whether the placement was temporary 

or permanent.  Furthermore, the study covers not only waste units designated as surface 

impoundments, but also other units designated as landfills which receive free liquids. 

EPA is addressing any land-based units that receive fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag, or 

flue gas emission control wastes along with free liquids.  If the landfill is receiving coal 

combustion wastes with liquids limited to that for proper compaction, then there should 

not be free liquids present and the EPA did not seek information on such units which are 

appropriately designated a landfill. 

In some cases coal combustion wastes are separated from the water, and the water 

containing de minimus levels of fly ash, bottom ash, boiler slag, or flue gas emission 

control wastes are sent to an impoundment.  EPA is including such impoundments in this 

study, because chemicals of concern may have leached from the solid coal combustion 

wastes into the waster waters, and the suspended solids from the coal combustion wastes 

remain. 

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the condition and potential of waste release from 

management units for hazard potential classification.  A two-person team reviewed the 

information submitted to EPA, reviewed any relevant publicly available information from state 

or federal agencies regarding the unit potential hazard classification (if any) and accepted 

information provided via telephone communication with a management unit representative.  
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This evaluation included a site visit.  EPA sent two engineers, one licensed in the State of Iowa, 

for a one-day visit.  The two-person team met with the technical and management representatives 

of the management unit(s) to discuss the engineering characteristics of the unit as part of the site 

visit.  During the site visit the team collected additional information about the management 

unit(s) to be used in determining the hazard potential classifications of the management unit(s).  

Subsequent to the site visit the management unit owner provided additional engineering data 

pertaining to the management unit(s).  

Factors considered in determining the hazard potential classification of the management unit(s) 

included the age and size of the impoundment, the quantity of coal combustion residuals or by-

products that were stored or disposed in the these impoundments, its past operating history, and 

its geographic location relative to down gradient population centers and/or sensitive 

environmental systems. 

This report presents the opinion of the assessment team as to the potential of catastrophic failure 

and reports on the condition of the management unit(s).  The team considered criteria in 

evaluating the dams under the National Inventory of Dams in making these determinations. 

(Note: The terms “dike” and “dam” are used interchangeably in this report, as are the terms 

“pond” and “basin.”) 

 

LIMITATIONS 

The assessment of dam safety reported herein is based on field observations and review of 

readily available information provided by the owner/operator of the subject coal combustion 

waste management unit(s).  Qualified Dewberry engineering personnel performed the field 

observations and review and made the assessment in conformance with the required scope of 

work and in accordance with reasonable and acceptable engineering practices.  No other 

warranty, either written or implied, is made with regard to our assessment of dam safety.
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1.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1.1 CONCLUSIONS 

 

Conclusions are based on visual observations from our one-day site visit and review of 

technical and historical documentation provided by MidAmerican.  Field observations are 

documented with photographs in Appendix A and checklists in Appendix B.  (Note: 

Some information on the checklists was based on field estimates and limited review of 

available data at the time of the site visit and thus may not be entirely consistent with 

information presented in this report, which is based on thorough review of all available 

data, including additional furnished information.)  Reference documents, requested 

information, and miscellaneous information furnished for review are included in 

Appendices C and D. 

 

1.1.1 Conclusions Regarding the Structural Soundness of the Management 

Unit(s) 

 

Based on visual observations and review of the HWS Consulting Group Inc. 

(HWS) Geotechnical Engineering Report, the structural stability of the perimeter 

dike appears adequate and should remain adequate as maintained and operated 

under the conditions recommended by HWS (see Table 7.5).   

   

1.1.2 Conclusions Regarding the Hydrologic/Hydraulic Safety of the 

Management Unit(s) 

 

No hydrologic/hydraulic analyses of the ash ponds were available for review.  

However, on the basis of simple calculations made for this assessment, the ash 

ponds, which are totally contained within the perimeter dike system, are capable 

of accommodating precipitation depths exceeding the Iowa Department of Natural 

Resources’ design criterion, as well as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ 

(USACE) design criterion for the size and hazard potential classifications 

assigned to the NNEC ash ponds.   

 

1.1.3 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of Supporting Technical 

Documentation 

 

Supporting technical documents are adequate for the purposes of this review and 

assessment, particularly with respect to structural stability.  No documentation of 

hydrologic/hydraulic analyses was available, but none was needed to make an 

assessment of the ash ponds’ capacity to safely contain design storm precipitation 

over the basins, which are totally contained within perimeter dike systems.  

However, MidAmerican should perform its own calculations to provide formal 

documentation of internal hydrologic safety of the ash ponds, taking into 

consideration changes in internal drainage patterns and reduction in available 

surcharge storage for storm water as the basins fill with ash.  (MidAmerican has 
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indicted that the calculations will be completed with an engineering study by 

October 30, 2011.) 

 

1.1.4 Conclusions Regarding the Description of the Management Unit(s) 

 

Furnished drawings do not show or note as-built features or all modifications that 

have been made since original construction.  However, descriptions provided by 

the HWS Geotechnical Engineering Report are sufficient.   

  

1.1.5 Conclusions Regarding the Field Observations 

 

The perimeter dike embankment around the ash ponds appeared to be structurally 

sound with no evidence of embankment or foundation shear failure or significant 

seepage, although at the time of the site visit there was little or no water in Pond 

1, most of Pond 2, and northeast part of Pond 3B North; and the water levels in 

Pond 3A, southwest part of Pond 3B North, and Pond 3B South were below the 

maximum operating level by 3.5 feet in Pond 3B South and by almost 2 feet in the 

other two pond areas.   

 

There were no apparent indications of serious conditions that immediately 

threaten the safety of the impounding perimeter dike.  A couple of relatively 

shallow holes in the outside slope surface, apparently caused by seepage erosion, 

were observed in the perimeter dike on the northeast side near east corner of Pond 

3B North.  MidAmerican has been aware of this condition and has plans to 

reconstruct the embankment in this area in accordance with HWS’ 

recommendations and field guidance; this should be done before filling the 

adjacent northeast portion of Pond 3 B North, which is currently being excavated 

to restore storage volume.  (MidAmerican has indicated that an engineering study 

of the shallow holes will be completed by October 30, 2011, and construction 

activities to repair the embankment where the shallow holes occur will be 

completed by October 30, 2012.) 

 

MidAmerican additionally has plans to restore embankment height back up to the 

design top elevation along the low section of the perimeter dike observed around 

much of Pond 3B South, as recommended by HWS.  This would provide more 

freeboard above maximum operating pool level than has been available with the 

lower-than-design dike top elevation.  However, from a stability point of view it 

does not appear necessary to raise the dike, unless it is continuing to settle; the 

amount of freeboard available between the recommended maximum operating 

pool elevation (1079.5 feet) and the existing low dike elevation (1082.89 feet) is 

actually greater than the freeboard available between the recommended maximum 

operating pool elevation (1082 feet) and the design dike top elevation (1085 feet) 

considered the minimum at Pond 2, Pond 3A, and Pond 3B North, although the 

actual top elevation of the dike around these ponds is typically higher than the 

design top elevation by more than 1.5 foot to more than 3 feet.  The potential risk 
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of adding fill to the lowest section of the dike, which occurs in the vicinity of the 

outlet works, is possible rejuvenation of settlement or subsidence in the deeper 

part of the embankment, which could potentially have some impact on the outlet 

pipe.  Thus, as a precaution, it would be prudent to monitor potential movement 

after the dike is raised (see Subsection 1.1.7), and it may be of value to monitor 

potential movement, even if the dike is not raised, in order to evaluate whether 

there is on-going movement.  (MidAmerican has indicated that an engineering 

study of restoring the embankment height at Pond 3B South will be completed by 

October 30, 2011, and construction activities to raise the embankment will be 

completed by October 30, 2012.  MidAmerican has further indicated that 

monitoring of a movement marker will be completed every six months for one 

year following completion of construction activities.  If any movement is 

identified, monitoring activities will continue every six months until movement 

ceases and addressed as necessary.) 

 

MidAmerican also plans to remove a relatively large berm of material, determined 

to be bottom ash and coal residuals, observed on the outside slope of the 

perimeter dike on the west (southwest) side of Pond 1 next to the Missouri River. 

After permits are obtained from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Iowa 

Department of Natural Resources the excavated material will be placed within 

Pond 1.  This action is appropriate to limit potential erosion of the coal 

combustion residue into the river.  (MidAmerican has indicated that permit 

application(s) will be submitted to appropriate regulatory agencies by April 15, 

2011, and the project will be completed by November 30, 2011.)   

 

The outlet structure appears to be in sound and stable condition with no visual 

evidence of significant deterioration; it appears satisfactory for continued service.   

  

1.1.6 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of Maintenance and Methods of 

Operation 

 

Current methods of operation appear adequate. The maximum operating pool 

elevations and minimum pond floor elevations recommended by HWS (see Table 

7.5) should be observed.   

 

Current maintenance is generally adequate.  There was no evidence of repaired 

embankment breaches or prior releases observed during the field assessment, 

other than use of dried ash as an embankment material on the perimeter dike.  

However, the bare outside slope of the perimeter dike at the offset near the south 

corner of Pond 3A should be protected against erosion.  (MidAmerican has 

indicated that the project to protect the bare slope against erosion will be 

completed by October 30, 2011.) 
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1.1.7 Conclusions Regarding the Adequacy of the Surveillance and 

Monitoring Program 

 

The inspection program as described in MidAmerican’s recently developed O&M 

Plan overall is adequate.  However, the retention time for inspection records, etc. 

should be 5 years (rather than 3), or as needed to be available for review during 

the 5-year engineering inspections. 

 

There is no permanent dam performance monitoring instrumentation in place at 

the perimeter dike around the ash ponds.  With exception of the lower than design  

crest elevation on the perimeter dike around much of Pond 3B South, there appear 

to be no other significant problem or suspect conditions observed in the field that 

might be reason for installation of permanent or temporary dam performance 

instrumentation.  As noted above (Subsection 1.1.5), it would be prudent to install 

elevation monuments and monitor elevations of the monuments for a period of 

time after the low section of embankment is restored back to design top elevation.  

Potential rejuvenated movements are expected to be small. The monitoring is 

considered a precautionary measure.  

 

A program of ash pond discharge monitoring is in place and will continue in 

accordance with IA DNR permit requirements.  

 

1.1.8 Classification Regarding Suitability for Continued Safe and Reliable 

Operation  

 

In accordance with EPA criteria the perimeter dike system impounding the ash 

ponds, and including the outlet works, at NNEC is rated SATISFACTORY for 

continued safe and reliable operation.  This rating is made on the basis of the 

foregoing conclusions and the fact that no serious condition was observed that 

threatens the stability and proper function of the perimeter dike system.  The 

apparent settlement of a section of the dike around Pond 3B South is not 

sufficiently serious an issue to affect the rating (see Section 7.3 Assessment of 

Structural Stability for discussion).   

 

1.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1.2.1 Recommendations Regarding the Supporting Technical Documentation 

 

Maintain current documentation of all relevant appropriate stability analyses and 

hydrologic analyses in MidAmerican files, including copies of the current 

stability analyses conducted by HWS.  Perform hydrologic calculations to provide 

formal documentation of internal hydrologic safety of the ash, taking into 

consideration changes in internal drainage patterns and reduction in available 

surcharge storage for storm water as the basins fill with ash (see Subsection 

1.1.3).   
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1.2.2 Recommendations Regarding the Field Observations 

 

Two field observations relate to repair issues that MidAmercan already has plans 

to address.  One concerns reconstruction of the embankment where apparent 

seepage erosion has occurred in the outside face of the perimeter dike on the 

northeast side near east corner of Pond 3B North.  It is recommended that Pond 

3B North not be filled with water or contain water to an elevation that exceeds 

about elevation 1076 feet until the embankment is reconstructed to replace 

erodible soils in that section of the dike (see Subsection 1.1.5).   

 

The other repair issue concerns raising the low dike section around much of Pond 

3B South.  It is recommended that the need for raising the low dike be 

reconsidered with HWS’ assistance, to review and evaluate: the cause of the dike 

being low in this section, whether settlement or subsidence is currently taking 

place, whether adding fill to the embankment section will rejuvenate or initiate 

additional settlement or subsidence, whether the outlet pipe would be impacted by 

additional settlement or subsidence in the deeper part of the embankment section, 

and whether the additional freeboard gained by raising the low dike is actually 

needed for hydrologic safety (see Subsection 1.1.5).  

 

One field observation relates to a maintenance issue.  Recommendations 

regarding maintenance issues are included in the following Subsection 1.2.6.   

 

1.2.3 Recommendations Regarding the Maintenance and Methods of 

Operation 

 

No recommendations appear to be warranted at this time with respect to methods 

of operation, other than to work within the ash pond operating conditions 

(constraints) recommended by HWS for maximum operating pool elevations and 

minimum pond floor elevations (see Table 7.5).   

 

One maintenance recommendation is as follows:  

 

 Establish a grass cover or other erosion protection on the bare outside 

slope of the perimeter dike at the offset near the south corner of Pond 3A 

(see Subsection 1.1.6). 
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1.2.4 Recommendations Regarding the Surveillance and Monitoring 

Program 

 

With regard to record keeping in the recently developed inspection program, it is 

recommended that the retention time for inspection records, etc. be 5 years (rather 

than 3), or as needed to be available for review during the 5-year engineering 

inspections. 

 

No recommendations for permanent performance monitoring instruments appear 

to be warranted at this time.  However, after raising the low dike section at Pond 

3B South, install at least two temporary elevation monuments, one on the crest 

and one at the outside toe of the section where the lowest crest elevation occurred 

(near outlet structure), and take elevations on the monuments monthly for 6 

months after the initial elevation measurements; the monument at the toe will 

serve to check for heave in the unlikely event of rotational shear failure.  After 6 

months, review and evaluate the monitoring data to determine if monitoring 

should continue for further evaluation or be terminated. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE COAL COMBUSTION WASTE MANAGEMENT 

UNIT(S) 

 

2.1 LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The George Neal North Energy Center (NNEC) is physically located on the east bank of the 

Missouri River in Woodbury County, Iowa, approximately 5 miles south southwest of Sergeant 

Bluff and approximately 4 miles west northwest of Salix, Iowa.  The NNEC is located at 1151 

260
th

 Street, Sergeant Bluff, Iowa 51054 and is approximately 10 miles south of Sioux City, 

Iowa.  See Appendix C - Doc 1.1 for location of the NNEC on an aerial map. 

 

The NNEC has three surface impoundments in series, which are used for managing coal 

combustion waste (CCW) and are designated as: 

  

 Surface Impoundment 1 (Pond 1)  

 Surface Impoundment 2 (Pond 2) 

 Surface Impoundment 3 (Ponds 3A, 3B North, and 3B South).   

 

The impoundments, all contained within a perimeter dike system, are operationally divided into 

five separate units (Pond 1, Pond 2, Pond 3A, Pond 3B North, and Pond 3B South) by internal 

cross dikes.  Because of relocation of the cross dike between Pond 2 and Pond 3A, the northeast 

part of the original Pond 2 is functionally a part of Pond 3A, although that area is still designated 

as part of Pond 2.   

 

The ponds are arranged in a southwest to northeast alignment, with Pond 1 next to the Missouri 

River at the southwest end and Ponds 3B North and 3B South at the northeast end, where an 

oxbow lake (New Lake) borders the perimeter dike at Pond 3B South; Pond 2 is in between 

Ponds 1 and 3.  With exception of Pond 1, the ponds are hydraulically interconnected and the 

flow of water is to Pond 3B South, where the outlet structure is located.   

 

Design crest widths and slopes are shown in Table 2.1.  However, based on visual observations 

and furnished recent survey information, it appears that the geometry of the perimeter dike 

embankment has been altered by ash management operations using dried bottom ash as a 

material of construction, with the result that the crest around Ponds 1, 2, and 3A is typically 

somewhat higher and generally much wider and the side slopes typically somewhat steeper than 

shown in original design drawings.  The actual crest width is typically in the range of 20 to 45 

feet, except around Ponds 3B North and 3B South, where the crest width is only slightly wider 

than the design width of 10 feet.  The actual crest elevation is typically in the range of 0.5 to 3.5 

feet higher than the design elevation, except around much of Pond 3B South, where the crest 

elevation is approximately 0.7 to 2.1 feet below the design elevation of 1085 feet.  The ash-

management practices have also created linear ash mounds or dikes some 5 to 10 feet higher than 

the existing crest just inside the perimeter dike, primarily along the northwest side of Ponds 2 

and 3.  Periodic dredging of the outlet channel has created a linear mound of dredge-spoil 
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materials over the outside slope of the perimeter dike along the southeast side of Ponds 1 and 2, 

with peak elevation several feet higher than the existing crest of Pond 1. 

 

Pond 1 is active and currently receives only boiler slag.  Pond 1 no longer has an outlet structure; 

the original outlet structure has been plugged.  This pond receives a small amount of water in 

daily sluicing operations and process water.  Pond 2 currently receives primarily bottom ash and 

economizer ash, and occasionally fly ash, and floor drain pumped sump flow.  Pond 2 originally 

had its own outlet structure that discharged into the outlet channel on the southeast side of the 

pond; that outlet structure has also been plugged, so that water flows to Pond 3A.  Pond 3A 

currently receives the sluiced inflow at Pond 2 (northeast part), as well as general drainage 

through culverts in the northeast cross dike, and any flow from a back-up sluice line from the 

coal-fired Unit 3 (Neal 3).  Pond 3B North receives primarily bottom ash and economizer ash, 

and occasionally fly ash, from Neal 3.  Pond 3B South serves principally as a “polishing pond” 

and currently doesn’t directly receive sluiced ash; it receives drainage from Pond 3A and Pond 

3B North via culverts through the cross dikes between these ponds.  See Appendix C - Doc 1.2 

for relative locations of the basins on an aerial view map of the NNEC.   

 

Pond 1 is an unlined basin with a surface area of approximately 12.2 acres.  This pond is 

contained by the perimeter dike along three sides, and the cross dike on the northeast side.  

Furnished drawings (Appendix C - Doc 1.3 and Doc 1.4) show that the original design top 

elevation of the perimeter dike was 1083 feet.  However, cross sections made during a recent 

geotechnical study performed by HWS Consulting Group Inc. (Appendix C - Doc 1.5) indicate a 

design top elevation of 1085 feet and current centerline elevations ranging 1085.53 feet (SW 

side) to 1088.45 feet (NW side).  MEC listed the maximum height of the perimeter dike at Pond 

1 as 12 feet above the outside toe.  Apparent minimum outside toe elevation back of the top of 

the east bank of the Missouri River is at approximately1075 feet, based on a cross section in the 

furnished report (Appendix C - Doc 1.5); the water level in the adjacent Missouri River was 

indicated to be at elevation 1055.74 feet on the date of the section survey.  Thus the height of the 

perimeter dike above the outside toe low point at Pond 1 is on the order of 10.5 feet to 13.5 feet, 

and the crest of the perimeter dike adjacent to the Missouri River is approximately 30 feet above 

the river.  The original bottom elevation of Pond 1 was 1074 feet, based on information on the 

furnished drawing (Appendix C - Doc 1.3).  However, part of the bottom has been excavated to 

as deep as approximately 1066.5 feet, according to cross sections in the furnished report 

(Appendix C - Doc 1.5), which is well below original bottom grade and below the outside toe 

grade.   

 

Pond 2 is an unlined basin with a surface area of approximately 26.9 acres.  This pond is 

contained by the perimeter dike along the northwest and southeast sides, and cross dikes on the 

southwest and northeast sides, although the original (formal) limit of Pond 2 is northeast of the 

current northeast side cross dike (see aerial view in Appendix C - Doc 1.2).  A furnished drawing 

(Appendix C - Doc 1.3) shows the original design top elevation of the perimeter dike was 1085 

feet at Pond 2.  However, a cross section made during the recent geotechnical study (Appendix C 

- Doc 1.5) indicates a current centerline elevation of 1088.18 feet (SE side).  (The perimeter dike 

on the northwest side was not surveyed.)  MEC listed the maximum height of perimeter dike at 
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Pond 2 as 11 feet above the outside toe.  The outside toe is at an approximate elevation of 1077 

feet, the nearby outlet channel top of bank is 1075 feet, and the outlet channel bottom is at about 

elevation 1067 feet, based on the surveyed cross section in the furnished report (Appendix C - 

Doc 1.5).  Thus the height of the perimeter dike above the outside toe low point on the southeast 

side of Pond 2 is about 11.2 feet, about 13.2 feet above the outlet channel bank, and about 21.2 

feet above the channel bottom.  The original bottom elevation of Pond 2 was approximately 1069 

feet, based on information on the furnished drawing (Appendix C - Doc 1.3).  The surveyed 

cross section shows the southeast part of the basin filled with ash to approximately 1084 feet; 

however, the elevation was lower at the time of the site visit, since the ash (i.e., mostly cemented 

fly ash or C-stone) was in the process of being excavated and placed in a landfill (ash monofill). 

 

Pond 3 is an unlined basin with a surface area of approximately 76.1 acres.  This pond is 

contained by the perimeter dike along three sides.  The original cross dike on the southwest side 

has been partially removed and does not serve as an impounding structure; a newer cross dike 

exists across Pond 2, separating the northeast part of Pond 2 from the larger, southwest part.  

Thus, the northeast part of Pond 2 is functionally a part of Pond 3A.  A cross dike on the 

northeast side of Pond 3A separates Pond 3A from Pond 3B, and a cross dike on the northwest 

side of Pond 3B South separates Pond 3B South from Pond 3B North.  Cross sections made 

during the recent geotechnical study (Appendix C - Doc 1.5) indicate a design top elevation of 

1085 feet and current centerline elevations for the perimeter dike ranging 1082.89 feet (SE side 

of Pond 3B) to 1087.79 feet (NW side of Pond 3A).  As previously mentioned, much of the 

perimeter dike around Pond 3B South is below the design crest elevation.  MEC listed the 

maximum height of perimeter dike at Pond 3 as 20 feet above the outside toe.  Apparent 

minimum outside toe elevation is approximately1071.16 feet next to the oxbow lake on the east 

side of Pond 3B South, based on the cross sections in the furnished report (Appendix C - Doc 

1.5).  Thus the height of the perimeter dike above the outside toe low point at this section of the 

perimeter dike around Pond 3 is about 14.6 feet.  The bottom of the channel bank just beyond the 

toe of the perimeter dike at the southeast corner of Pond 3A is at elevation 1070.35 feet; the crest 

of the adjacent dike is at elevation1086.74 feet, which is about 16.4 feet above the bottom of the 

bank at this section.  The original bottom elevation of Pond 3 was approximately 1072.5 feet, 

based on original grade lines shown on the cross sections in the geotechnical study.  The 

surveyed cross sections show that the sub ponds of Pond 3 are filled with ash deposits or 

sediment to various levels ranging from less than elevation 1075 feet in Pond 3B South to 1086 

feet in the northeast part of Pond 3B North, discounting the ash mound built just inside the 

perimeter dike on the northeast side of Pond 3.  A recently mined area in Pond 3B North is 

shown to be below elevation 1070 feet, which is below the original bottom elevation.   

 

2.2 SIZE AND HAZARD CLASSIFICATION 

 

The NNEC dike embankments are not regulated by a federal or state agency and currently do not 

have federal or state hazard potential classifications.  The surface impoundment discharges are 

regulated by the Iowa Department of Natural Resources (IA DNR) under the National Pollutant 

Discharge Elimination System program.     
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Pond 1 – Maximum dam height is 12 feet, according to furnished information.  The total storage 

capacity is 136 acre-feet.  Other physical data are summarized in Table 2.1.  The USACE criteria 

for Size Classification are presented in Table 2.2.  Based on either dam height or storage 

capacity, the Pond 1 dam has a Small Size Classification.  The dam currently has an 

undetermined hazard potential rating.  The criteria for Hazard Potential Classification used by 

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are presented in Table 2.3.  For comparison the IA 

DNR criteria for Dam Hazard Classification are presented in Table 2.4.  Failure of the perimeter 

dike at Pond 1 could discharge CCW into the Missouri River.  The failure would not likely cause 

loss of life, but could cause some environmental damage.  Therefore, the Pond 1 dam should be 

given a Low Potential Hazard Classification per the criteria used by EPA (Table 2.3).  

 

Pond 2 – Maximum dam height is 11 feet, according to furnished information.  The total storage 

capacity is 296 acre-feet.  Other physical data are also summarized in Table 2.1.  Based on either 

dam height or storage capacity, the Pond 2 dam has a Small Size Classification. The dam 

currently has an undetermined hazard potential rating.  Failure of the perimeter dike on the 

southeast side of Pond 2 would discharge water and CCW into the adjacent discharge channel, 

which leads to the Missouri River; less likely failure through the perimeter dike on the northwest 

side would release water and some CCW into a low area between the pond and the coal pile, 

which would drain toward the Missouri River.  Failure of the Pond 2 perimeter dike would not 

likely cause loss of life, but would cause some environmental damage and potential minor 

economic damage to MEC property.  Therefore, the Pond 2 dam should be given a Low Potential 

Hazard Classification per the criteria used by EPA (Table 2.3).  

 

Pond 3 – Maximum dam height is 20 feet, according to furnished information.  The total storage 

capacity is 837 acre-feet.  Other physical data are also summarized in Table 2.1.  Based on either 

dam height or storage capacity, the Pond 3 dam has a Small Size Classification.  The dam 

currently has an undetermined hazard potential rating.  Depending on location on the perimeter 

dike, failure of the dam would discharge water and CCW directly into the discharge channel 

leading to the Missouri River at the dike segment on southwest side of Pond 3A, or directly into 

the oxbow lake or channel inlet to the 4-foot diameter culvert along the dike segment around 3B 

South, or onto MEC property and potentially onto a nearby industrial property along the dike 

segment around Pond 3B North, or onto MEC property along the dike segment on the northwest 

side of Pond 3A.  Because of the internal dikes, a breach failure at any one location along the 

perimeter dike would not expose all the CCW in Pond 3 to potential erosion and transport with 

water released through a breach.  The failure would not likely cause loss of life, but would cause 

some environmental damage and potential minor economic damage to MEC property and 

possibly to industrial property on the northeast side of Pond 3B North.  Therefore, the Pond 3 

dam, inclusive of perimeter dike around Ponds 3A, 3B North & 3B South) should be given a 

Low Potential Hazard Classification per the criteria used by EPA (Table 2.3).  
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Table 2.1: Summary of Dam Dimensions and Size* 

 Pond 1  Pond 2 Pond 3A Pond 3B 

North 

Pond 3B 

South 

Dam Height (feet)* 12  11  20 20 20 

Total Storage Capacity (acre-feet) 136 296 837 

Crest Width (feet)*** 10 10 10 10 10 

Length (feet)  ~2,172  

~3,455*

* ~3,346 ~3,856** ~3,128** 

Side Slopes - Inside (horiz:vert)*** 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1 

Side Slopes - Outside (horiz:vert)*** 3:1 3:1 3:1 3:1 3:1 

Hazard Classification****  Low  Low Low Low  Low 
*Based on data in MEC response to EPA’s RFI dated March 17, 2009. 

**Includes cross dike 

***Based on furnished design information  
****EPA Hazard Classification 
 

    

Table 2.2: Size Classification* 

Per USACE ER 1110-2-106, September 26, 1979 

Category Impoundment Storage (Acre-Feet) Dam Height (Feet) 

Small Less than 1,000 but equal to or greater 

than 50 Less than 40 but equal to or greater than 25 

Intermediate 
Less than 50,000 but equal to or greater 

than 1,000 Less than 100 but  equal to or greater than 40 
Large Equal to or less than 50,000 Equal to or less than 100 

*Note: Size classification may be determined by either storage or height of structure, whichever gives the higher 

category.  

 

 

Table 2.3: Dam Hazard Potential Classification  

Used by EPA 

Category Hazard Potential Description 

High Hazard 

Potential 
Dams where failure or misoperation will probably cause loss of human life. 

Significant 

Hazard Potential 
Dams where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of human life but 

can cause economic loss, environmental damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, 

or can impact other concerns. Significant hazard potential classification dams are 

often located in predominantly rural or agricultural areas but could be located in 

areas with population and significant infrastructure. 

Low Hazard 

Potential 

 

Dams where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of human life and 

low economic and/or environmental losses.  Losses are principally limited to the 

owner’s property. 

Less Than Low 

Hazard Potential 

Dams where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of human life or 

economic or environmental losses.  
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Table 2.4: Dam Hazard Classification*  

Per IA DNR 

Category Hazard Description 

Multiple Dams Structures located in areas where failure of a dam could contribute to failure 

of a downstream dam or dams, the minimum hazard class of the dam shall 

not be less than that of such downstream structure. 
High Hazard Structures located in areas where failure may create a serious threat of loss 

of human life or result in serious damage to residential, industrial or 

commercial areas, important public utilities, public buildings, or major 

transportation facilities. 

Moderate Hazard  Structures located in areas where failure may damage isolated homes, 

industrial or commercial buildings, moderately traveled roads or railroads, 

interrupt major utility services, but without substantial risk of loss of life. 

Structures that of themselves are of public importance. 
Low Hazard  

 

Structures located in areas where damages from a failure would be limited to 

loss of the dam, loss of livestock, damages to farm outbuildings, agricultural 

lands, and lesser used roads, and where loss of human life is considered 

unlikely. 
*Iowa DNR, Technical Bulletin 16 – Design Criteria and Guidelines for Iowa Dams. December 1990. 

 

 

 

 

2.3 AMOUNT AND TYPE OF RESIDUALS CURRENTLY CONTAINED IN 

THE UNIT(S) AND MAXIMUM CAPACITY 

   

The amount of CCW residuals stored in the units and maximum capacities are summarized in 

Table 2.5.  The CCW is temporarily stored, rather than permanently disposed, in the ponds.  A 

total of 150,000 tons of coal combustion residue is removed from all the ponds every two years; 

some of the material is beneficially re-used, and the remainder is disposed in a nearby dry ash 

monofill.   

  

Pond 1 – Based on information from MEC, this basin has contained fly ash, bottom ash, 

economizer ash, and boiler slag deposited over 38 years.  This basin is currently active and 

receives only boiler slag.  Storage volume is maintained by excavating the boiler slag for retail 

sale (beneficial reuse in manufacture of roofing shingles) or disposal in an adjacent dry monofill.  

A total of 82 acre-feet of coal combustion residue were contained within Pond 1, when last 

measured (March 4, 2009).  Part of the Pond 1 bottom was over-excavated well below the 

original bottom elevation during previous mining of the material in the pond.  A pool of water is 

not normally maintained in this pond; the maximum water elevation is to be 1078.5 feet.   
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Pond 2 – Based on information from MEC, this basin has contained fly ash, bottom ash, 

economizer ash, and boiler slag deposited over 38 years.  This basin is active and currently 

receives predominantly bottom ash and economizer ash, lesser amounts of fly ash, and floor 

drain sump flow.  Storage volume is maintained by excavating the ash deposits for retail sale 

(beneficial reuse of C-stone) or disposal in an adjacent dry monofill.  A total of 176 acre-feet of 

coal combustion residue were contained within Pond 2, when last measured (March 4, 2009).  

The maximum operating pool level in Pond 2 is 1082 feet.  However, at the time of the site visit 

ash deposits were in the process of being mined to restore storage volume in the southeast part of 

the basin and there was no water within this dike-enclosed part of the basin. 

 

Pond 3 – Based on information from MEC, this multiple-cell basin has contained fly ash, bottom 

ash, economizer ash, and boiler slag deposited over 35 years.  This basin is active and currently 

receives predominantly bottom ash and economizer ash, and lesser amounts of fly ash in both 

Pond 3A and southwest part of Pond 3B North; as previously mentioned, Pond 3B South does 

not directly receive sluiced ash and serves as a polishing pond.   Storage volume is maintained by 

excavating the ash deposits for retail sale (beneficial reuse of C-stone) or disposal in an adjacent 

dry monofill.  The northeast part of Pond 3B North has been diked off for mining of the ash 

deposits; the southeast part of this area has been excavated below the original bottom elevation, 

as previously mentioned.  A total of 335 acre-feet of coal combustion residue were contained 

within Pond 3, when last measured (March 4, 2009).  The pool elevations in Pond 3A, Pond 3B 

North (southwest part), and Pond 3B South were at 1080.9 feet, 1080.4 feet, and 1076.5 feet, 

respectively, at the time of the site visit. The Pond 3B South pool elevation had recently been 

drawn down 3 feet for winter operation from the recent summer operating pool elevation of 

1079.5 feet; the future maximum operating pool elevation in Pond 3B South is to be 1079.0 feet.  

The maximum operating pool elevation in both Pond 3A and Pond 3B North is 1082 feet.  There 

was no pool of water in the northeast part of Pond 3B North at the time of the site visit, where 

mining of ash deposits is scheduled.   

 

Table 2.5: Amount of Residuals and Maximum Capacity of Unit* 

  Pond 1  Pond 2 Pond 3 

Surface Area (acre) 12.2 26.9 76.1 

Current Storage Volume (acre-feet) 82 176 335 

Total Storage Capacity (acre-feet) 136 296 837 

*Based on data in MEC response to EPA’s RFI dated March 17, 2009 
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2.4 PRINCIPAL PROJECT STRUCTURES 

 

2.4.1 Earth Embankment Dam 

 

The perimeter dike and cross dikes are homogeneous earth-fill embankments.  

The soils used for earth fill in the dikes appear to have been locally obtained from 

excavations made within the basin areas during original construction.  Notes on 

the original design plans (see Appendix C - Doc 1.3) indicate to “strip all un-

usable top soil (approximately 6 in. avg. depth) in borrow area” (i.e., basin area) 

and that “excavation and placing of compacted fill shall be done in accordance 

with Ebasco Spec. IOWA-N2-CH-1.”  No internal drainage measures or toe 

drains were included in the embankment design for seepage control. 

 

Based on subsurface information obtained in the geotechnical study (Appendix C 

- Doc 1.5), the perimeter dike embankment was constructed of “cohesive and 

granular fill overlying alluvium (lean and fat clays with varying sand contents; 

poorly graded, clayey, and silty sands and silts).”  The available boring logs from 

the geotechnical study indicate that the embankment soils consist predominantly 

of lean clay and sandy silt with some layers of fat clay, clayey sand, and silty 

sand; the boring logs indicate that the foundation soils consist predominantly of 

cohesive soils (both lean and fat clays with some silt) in the upper foundation soil 

profile and generally more granular soils (poorly graded sands and silty sands) 

deeper in the profile.   

 

The design geometric features of the perimeter dike embankment are summarized 

in Table 2.1.  A representative section of the original perimeter dike embankment 

for Pond 1 is shown in Exhibit 1.  A representative section of the original 

perimeter dike embankment for Pond 2 is shown in Exhibit 2.  However, as 

previously mentioned, ash management operations have generally altered the 

geometry of the perimeter dike, as shown by the cross sections from the 

geotechnical study (see Appendix C - Doc 1.5), which show the original plan 

grades compared to the existing 2009 field grades.  The existing perimeter dike 

typically has ash layers constructed over the crest and over both the inside and 

outside slopes, as shown by the boring logs.  In fact, the boring logs show that the 

perimeter dike on the southeast side of Pond 2 consists entirely of fly ash.  The 

total length of the perimeter dike is approximately 10,664 feet.  The total length of 

the cross dikes is approximately 5,293 feet.   

 

2.4.2 Outlet Structures 

 

There is only one outlet for the surface impoundments, located at the south corner 

of Pond 3B South.  The existing outlet includes a new stop-log structure 

(overflow structure) and section of bottom discharge pipe that recently replaced 

the original skimmer and section of outlet pipe.  Plan and Section views of the 
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outlet structure are shown in Exhibits E-3 and E-4.  Actual plans for this new part 

of the outlet structure and other upgrades to the outlet works are included in 

Appendix D - Item 4 for reference.  

 

The new overflow structure is a reinforced concrete tower with bottom discharge 

into a new 2-foot diameter RCP that extends into the dike and connects at 45-

degree angle with the original RCP that extends to an existing reinforced concrete 

wet well at the crest of the perimeter dike; the original skimmer was capped and 

the outlet pipe upstream of the connection was abandoned in place after the new 

overflow structure was placed in operation.  The overflow structure has gross 

inside dimensions of 4 feet by 6 feet and outside dimensions, above the base 

section, of 7 feet by 8 feet.  The top elevation of the structure is 1085 feet. The 

outboard side is open with metal guide slots in the side walls between a sill 

elevation of 1074 feet and the top of the structure.  Aluminum stop logs 4 feet 

long by 5 inches wide by 12 inches high fit in the guide slots with a davit crane 

mounted on the top of the structure to control the pond water elevation.  An 8-foot 

by 8-foot steel plate baffle around the stop-log side serves as a skimmer box to 

block entry of floating ash particles (cenospheres) and other floating debris.  The 

inside of the baffle is fitted with a staff gage.  Water is sampled at this location for 

water quality monitoring regulated by the plant’s NPDES permit.  The invert 

elevation of the new discharge pipe section is 1071 feet at the inboard wall of the 

overflow structure; flow into the pipe is controlled with a cast iron sluice gate.  

The opposite end of the discharge pipe at the existing wet well has an invert 

elevation of 1069 feet and is also fitted with a cast iron sluice gate.  Both gates 

have motor and manual operator.   

 

Discharge from the wet well is through an existing 2-foot diameter RCP, which is 

controlled with a cast iron sluice gate with manual operator; the invert elevation 

of this pipe in the bottom of the wet well is slightly above 1069 feet.  The pH of 

the water is monitored at the overflow structure, at the wet well, and in the 

discharge line from the wet well.  Water in the wet well is infused with carbon 

dioxide (CO2) to maintain pH between limits of 6 and 9.  It is understood from 

MidAmerican personnel that the pH of the water in Pond 3B North typically is in 

the range of 8.3 to 8.7; CO2 is added to keep it around 8. 

 

The outlet pipe from the wet well discharges into a 4-foot diameter RCP culvert at 

a buried connection.  The buried culvert extends approximately 1,650 feet to its 

outfall into an open discharge channel.  The culvert also receives flow from an 

upstream channel from the oxbow lake.  The inlet end of the culvert has an animal 

guard constructed of metal bars; the guard also serves to block entry of large 

floating debris. 

 

The distance from the 4-foot diameter culvert outfall to the outfall into the 

Missouri River is approximately 1,200 feet.  The water in the discharge channel 
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flows into another culvert for a short distance where fill had been placed across 

the channel for access to a landfill site on the southeast side of the channel, across 

from the east corner of Pond 1.  The culvert is a 4-foot diameter corrugated 

aluminum pipe.  Down-gradient of this culvert outfall, the open discharge channel 

continues to the outfall to the Missouri River, where flow is measured with a 

rectangular weir.  Past the weir the water flows into a 4-foot diameter RCP under 

an access road fill before outfalling to the river. 

 

As previously mentioned, the ponds, except Pond 1, are hydraulically 

interconnected and the flow of water is to Pond 3B South; Pond 1 has no outlet, 

inflow of water into this pond is minimal.  Pond 2 sluice water and plant drainage 

water currently flow into the northwest part of Pond 2 and from the discharge 

point through channels excavated in ash to a ponded area next to the newer cross 

dike, where the water appeared to flow through two culverts under the cross dike 

to the former northeast area of Pond 2 and on to Pond 3A, as there is no 

continuous dike at the original northeast cross-dike location.  The south part of 

Pond 2 is currently being excavated to restore storage volume, but when that area 

of the pond again receives sluice water and plant drainage water, it is presumed 

that water from that area will drain to the southeast part of Pond 2 on the way to 

Pond 3A via one or more culverts through the current cross dike, in order to 

maintain an access roadway across the pond.  Drainage from Pond 3A to Pond 3B 

South is via 2-foot diameter culvert through the cross dike on the northwest side 

of Pond 3B South; it is understood from MidAmerican personnel that the invert 

elevation at the inlet end of this culvert is currently set at 1079.8 feet.  Drainage 

from Pond 3B North (from currently operational southwest part) to Pond 3B 

South is via a 2-foot diameter culvert through the cross dike on the northwest side 

of Pond 3B South; it is understood that the invert elevation at the inlet end of this 

culvert also is currently set at 1079.8 feet. 

 

2.5 CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WITHIN FIVE MILES DOWN 

GRADIENT 

 

Using Google Maps dated 2010, no “critical” infrastructure was observed within a 5-mile down-

gradient radius.  “Critical” infrastructure includes facilities such as schools and hospitals.  There 

are 3 schools, and 1 medical facility located within the 5 mile radius up-gradient to the north and 

to the southeast, near the 5-mile limit.  These facilities are noted on the 5-mile radius map 

included in Appendix C - Doc 1.1 of this report.   

 

In general, the land use immediately surrounding the ponds is industrial and agricultural; the 

Missouri River lies immediately down-gradient, and the oxbow lake is adjacent to the perimeter 

dike at Pond 3B.  Flood impacts from postulated failure of the perimeter dike around the ponds at 

the NNEC include flooding of the immediately surrounding areas, mainly confined to MEC 

property, potential flooding of adjacent industrial property to the northeast, and discharge into 

the oxbow lake and into the Missouri River. 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT REPORTS, PERMITS AND INCIDENTS 

 

3.1 SUMMARY OF REPORTS ON THE SAFETY OF THE MANAGEMENT 

UNIT(S) 

 

NNEC conducts internal quarterly inspections, and informal daily inspections of the dike 

embankments.  Documentation of the quarterly inspections has just recently been initiated using 

a checklist form.  A geotechnical study was performed in 2009 by HWS Consulting Group Inc. 

(HWS) to assess the stability of the perimeter-dike system containing the ash ponds.  The results 

of that study, submitted in a report titled “Geotechnical Engineering Report- Fly Ash Disposal 

Pond Containment Assessment” dated June 15, 2009 (see Appendix C - Doc 1.5), are 

summarized and discussed in Chapter 7.0 Structural Stability. 

  

3.2 SUMMARY OF LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL 

PERMITS 

 

The NNEC is currently regulated under NPDES Permit No. 97-00-1-02 (see Appendix C - Doc 

1.6).  This permit was effective on April 1, 1998 and expired on March 31, 2003.  MidAmerican 

submitted the renewal application to the Iowa Department of Natural Resources on September 

30, 2002, ahead of the October 2, 2002, filing deadline. 

 

The facilities at the NNEC are regulated for water quality by the IA DNR.  Water sampling at the 

outlet structure of Pond 3B South and at the outfall to the Missouri River from the discharge 

channel is also conducted to monitor the quality of discharge that reaches the river.   

 

3.3 SUMMARY OF SPILL/RELEASE INCIDENTS (IF ANY) 

 

There have been no reported spill/release incidents at the NNEC surface impoundments. 
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4.0 SUMMARY OF HISTORY OF CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION 

 

 

4.1 SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION HISTORY 

 

4.1.1 Original Construction 

 

The original design of the NNEC surface impoundments was prepared by Ebasco 

Services Incorporated (Ebasco), New York. The design drawings were approved 

and sealed by a Professional Engineer, A. A. Ferlite.  The name of the contractor 

for construction is not available, and it is not known whether the basins were 

constructed under the supervision of a Professional Engineer.  Therefore, little is 

known of original construction, other than Ponds 1 and 2 were constructed at the 

same time in 1972 and Pond 3 was constructed in 1975.  The basins were 

constructed on alluvial bottomlands adjacent to the Missouri River, apparently in-

part along the trace of an old river bend (oxbow).   

   

4.1.2 Significant Changes/Modifications in Design since Original 

Construction 

 

As previously mentioned, ash management operations have generally altered the 

geometry of the perimeter dike, as shown by the cross sections from the 

geotechnical study (see Appendix C - Doc 1.5).  Section 2.1 Location and General 

Description includes further descriptions of the alterations from design.   

 

During the site visit on September 16, 2010, a relatively large berm of material 

was observed on the outside slope of the perimeter dike on the southwest side of 

Pond 1, adjacent to the Missouri River.  The berm is not a part of the original 

design, and there was a question as to whether the berm was placed to buttress 

and enhance stability of the outside slope or was placed for some other reason.  

MidAmerican staff did not think the berm was placed for stability purposes but 

were unaware of any purpose for the berm.  Although there was a vegetative 

cover that generally obscured the subsurface material, the berm appeared to 

consist of ash.  MidAmerican staff indicated that the berm would be investigated 

and subsequently engaged Geotek Engineering & Testing Services, Inc. (Geotek) 

to drill 3 soil test borings along the berm.  The borings found that the berm 

consists primarily of bottom ash and coal residuals to depths ranging from 4.5 feet 

at the southeast end to at least 11 feet at the northwest end and 9.5 feet in the 

middle.  The logs of the borings are presented in Geotek’s report dated September 

30, 2010, which is included in Appendix D - Item 5 for reference.  MidAmerican 

has indicated that plans are to remove the berm and place the material inside 

Pond 1, once permits from the USACE and IA DNR have been obtained. 
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The original cross dike between Pond 2 and Pond 3A was  generally dismantled 

and no longer serves to separate the two ponds;  however, another cross dike was 

constructed generally perpendicular across Pond 2 to the southwest of the original 

generally diagonal cross dike.   

 

The original outlets from Pond 1 and Pond 2 to the discharge channel were 

plugged with concrete.  

 

It is not clear from furnished plans whether the approximately 1,650-foot long 4-

foot diameter RCP culvert that discharges into the outlet channel was an original 

design feature or a feature added when land on the southeast side of Pond 3A 

began to be developed as a landfill for dry disposal of ash (ash monofill). 

 

4.1.3 Significant Repairs/Rehabilitation since Original Construction 

 

The outlet structure at Pond 3B South was recently rehabilitated with a new stop-

log structure and other upgrades (see Subsection 2.4.2 Outlet Structures).  There 

have been no significant repairs/rehabilitation made to the perimeter dike 

containing the ash ponds since the original construction. 

 

4.2 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL HISTORY 

 

4.2.1 Original Operational Procedures 

 

The furnished documents do not include the original operational procedures.  

However, based on discussions with MidAmerican personnel, it appears that 

original operation was much as it is today with respect to the manner in which the 

ash is transported and disposed, i.e., by sluicing with water into the basins where 

the ash particles are allowed to settle out. 

 

It also appears that, originally, ash, including fly ash, bottom ash, and boiler slag 

were sluiced into each of the three ponds, with the coal combustion residue from 

the coal-fired Unit 1 (Neal 1) going to Pond 1, coal combustion residue from the 

coal-fired Unit 2 (Neal 2) going to Pond 2, along with pumped plant drainage 

water and periodically boiler wash-down chemicals, and coal combustion residue 

from the coal-fired Unit 3 (Neal 3) going to Pond 3.  The water impounded in 

Pond 1 and Pond 2 originally discharged through an outlet structure at each pond 

to the discharge channel located beyond the outside toe of the perimeter dike on 

the southeast side of these ponds. 
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4.2.2 Significant Changes in Operational Procedures since Original Startup 

 

No documents were provided to indicate the changes in operational procedures 

that have occurred since original startup. However, based on discussions with 

MidAmerican personnel, it appears that operational procedures began to change 

as the ponds began to fill up and there was a need to restore storage volume.  The 

changes involved excavation of ash material from the surface impoundments for 

beneficial reuse, when possible, and disposal of dried excavated ash material in 

landfills developed on MEC property to the southeast of the ash ponds.  Initially, 

however, before the landfills were opened, it appears that ash deposits were 

excavated from within the interior of the basin areas and stacked or mounded just 

inside the perimeter and even over the perimeter dike.  Additional interior dikes, 

particularly in Pond 3, began to be used in ash management operations, to isolate 

areas that needed to be excavated to restore storage volume, while adjacent areas 

remain operational, and to separate out a defined “polishing pond” area (Pond 3B 

South). 

 

In 1980-81, fly ash management was switched from a wet system (i.e., sluicing 

with water to the ponds) to a predominantly dry system, where the fly ash is 

collected dry in silos and either sold or disposed in an ash monofill.   

 

4.2.3 Current Operational Procedures 

 

The surface impoundments are operated and monitored for water quality under an 

NPDES permit. 

 

Pond 1 – Current operation consists of discharging slag with a small amount of 

water to the basin a few hours each day.  The ash in the basin is excavated, pre-

screened, and stockpiled in the basin until it is loaded and transported for 

beneficial reuse in the manufacture of shingles.   

 

Pond 2 - Current operation consists of discharging primarily bottom ash and 

economizer ash, some fly ash, non hazardous chemical cleaning byproduct 

(infrequently), and floor drain sump flow to the pond.  The ash in the pond is 

excavated for disposal in the ash monofill, or for beneficial reuse when possible; 

the southwest part of the pond was in the process of being excavated at the time of 

the site visit.  Water flows from Pond 2 to Pond 3A.   

 

Pond 3A - Current operation is that this pond receives the sluiced inflow at Pond 

2 (northeast part) and any flow from a back-up sluice line from the coal-fired Unit 

3 (Neal 3).  Water flows from Pond 3A through a culvert into Pond 3B South, the 

polishing pond.   
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Pond 3B North – Current operation consists of discharging primarily bottom ash 

and economizer ash, and occasionally some fly ash, from Neal 3.  The ash in the 

pond is excavated for disposal in the ash monofill, or for beneficial reuse when 

possible; the northeast part of the pond is diked off and the southeast part of diked 

area had been excavated at the time of the site visit.  Water flows from Pond 3B 

North through a culvert into Pond 3B South.   

 

Pond 3B South – Current operation uses this pond mainly as a polishing pond to 

achieve NPDES discharge limits prior to release of the water through the outlet 

structure to the outlet channel that leads to the Missouri River.  Water flows under 

a metal skimmer box, and over stop-logs in the overflow structure near the south 

corner of the basin.  The pH of the water is adjusted by infusion with CO2 in the 

wet well before the water discharges through the outlet pipe 

 

Current operational procedures are also discussed in Section 8.1 Operational 

Procedures. 

 

4.2.4 Other Notable Events since Original Startup 

 

Based on furnished information and discussions with MidAmerican personnel, 

there generally are no other notable events since original startup of the surface 

impoundments to report at this time.  MidAmerican personnel indicated that there 

were some issues with pH quickly spiking high in the summer season for 

unknown reasons.   
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5.0 FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

 

5.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

 

Dewberry personnel Frederic C. Tucker, PE and Mark Hoskins PE collected available data and 

documents and made field observations during a site visit on September 16, 2010, in company 

with the participants listed in Section 1.3.  The design engineer of record for the ash ponds was 

not present or available to assist with answering questions about these basins.  The site visit 

began at 10:00 AM.  Weather conditions during the visit were 75 degrees Fahrenheit, cloudy, 

and dry.  Photographs were taken of conditions observed.  Photographs referenced below are 

contained in Appendix A. 

 

The overall visual assessment is that the earthen embankments that impound Pond 1, Pond 

2, and Pond 3 are in satisfactory condition.  No visual signs of imminent instability or 

inadequacy of the principal structures at these basins that would require emergency remedial 

action were observed.  Some minor erosion repairs to the dikes were observed.  It was observed 

that trees and brush have been removed extensively along the outside perimeter slope and toe 

area around all the ponds.   Portions of the outside slope along Ponds 2 and 3A have been 

recently graded.   

 

Cross section geometry surveyed by HMS Engineers (Lincoln NE) in June 2009, for Neal North 

is included in Appendix C - Doc 1.5.  The pond dikes are generally 12 to 15 feet high along the 

southeast and southwest sides.  Many trees have been removed all along the outer dike slopes.  

The outer slopes along the southeast side of Ponds 1 and 2, along the southwest offset section of 

the dike at Pond 3A, and the outer slope on the southeast side of Pond 3B South have sparse 

vegetative cover or no vegetative cover where recent clearing had been done; the other outer 

slopes have a generally good grass cover.  It was noted that some minor eroded areas had been 

recently repaired with clay fill; typical views of these repairs are shown in Photos 2.12 and 3.3. 

No obvious indications of stability problems, such as tension cracks, vertical or horizontal 

offsets, slide scarps, slumps, bulges, gouges or swaths of overturned trees, seepage, etc. were 

observed on the dike embankments.  A low crest section, apparently due to settlement or 

subsidence, was observed primarily along the SE side of Pond 3B South, as shown in Photo 3.5.  

Relatively shallow holes or depressions were observed on the outside slope of the dike on the 

northeast side of Pond 3B North, near the east corner; the holes occur several feet (vertically) 

below the crest and are thought to be the result of erosion caused by seepage through the 

relatively silty/sandy embankment soils at this location, when the water level in the pond was at 

maximum level; the slope area with the holes is shown in Photo 3.8.   

 

According to MidAmerican staff, for many years the fly ash and bottom ash in the ponds were 

excavated out of the pond bottoms and piled-up along the top of the original dikes, especially 

along the NE & NW sides of Pond 3B north and along the NW sides of both Pond 3A and Pond 

2.  On the southwest side (adjacent to the Missouri River) a relatively large berm of ash was 

observed on the outside slope of the dike, as shown in Photos 1.5, 1.6, and 1.10.  The present 

policy is not to stockpile any more ash on-site; all excavated ash now is removed to a nearby 

landfill or sold to a third party.   
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5.1 POND 1 

 

5.1.1 Embankment Dam and Basin Area 

 

Pond 1Crest 

 

Much of the dike crest around Pond 1 has a typically bare surface consisting of 

compacted ash material with some spotty light vegetation.  On the southeast side 

the bare crest merges into the gravel-surfaced access road that leads down to the 

toe area on the southeast side and to the final outfall structure that discharges into 

the Missouri River (see Photo 1.13).  The original dike is below the current top 

surface.  The original dike cross sections are shown compared to current surveyed 

geometry at selected locations located in the HMS report in Appendix C - Doc 

1.5. 

 

Pond 1 Crest Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 1.2, 2.5 

Northeast cross dike embankment: 1.16 

Southwest perimeter dike embankment: 1.4, 1.12 

Southeast perimeter dike embankment: 1.14, 1.15 

 

No major depressions, sags, tension cracks or other signs of significant settlement 

or mass soil movement were observed on the Pond 1crest.  It was observed that 

spoil materials from dredging of the outlet channel had been cast onto the outside 

slope along the southeast side, next to the access road to the toe.   

 

Pond 1 Outside Slope and Toe 

 

The outside slope and toe area were observed to be generally vegetated with 

recently cut grass and weeds.  A relatively large berm of a material, determined to 

be bottom ash and coal residuals, was observed on the outside slope of the 

perimeter dike on the southwest side of Pond 1, next to the Missouri River.  

MidAmerican plans to remove material and place it within Pond 1after permits 

are obtained from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Iowa Department of 

Natural Resources.  

  

Pond 1 Outside Slope Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 1.3 

Northeast cross dike embankment: no photo (see 1.16 for inside slope) 

Southwest perimeter dike embankment: 1.5-1.7, 1.10 

Southeast perimeter dike embankment: 1.11, 2.8, (4.9, 4.12 in toe area beyond toe 

access road) 
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No obvious signs of slumps, slides, bulges, tension cracks, seepage, or animal 

holes were observed in the outside slope.  Many trees, brush, and other woody 

vegetation appeared to have recently been removed from the outside slope and 

berm along the southwest side.  No major erosion was observed.  

 

Pond 1 Inside Slope and Basin Area 

 

The inside slope, particularly around the northwest part of Pond 1, was observed 

to be generally buried with boiler slag/bottom ash.  The northwest side is where 

boiler slag is sluiced into the pond (see Photo 1.1).  Electronically controlled gate 

valves at the splitter structure (see Photo 1.3) divert the boiler slag discharge to 

Pond 1 and ash to Pond 2. 

 

Pond 1 Inside Slope Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 1.2 

Northeast cross dike embankment: 1.16 

Southwest perimeter dike embankment: 1.4, 1.8, 1.12 

Southeast perimeter dike embankment: 1.14, 1.15  

 

The southeast half of the pond interior has an irregular surface and appeared to 

have been recently excavated in areas to remove boiler slag/ash for sale or for 

disposal in a nearby ash landfill.  The lowest area in the southwest part of the 

basin was observed to have ponded water at shallow depth and scrubby vegetation 

growing on high spots in and around the ponded water.  A large stockpile of 

crushed stone and stockpiles of screened boiler slag were observed on the 

northeast part of the pond interior.  The inside bank slope is generally bare on the 

southwest side (see Photo 1.12). 

 

Pond 1Abutments and Groin Areas 

 

The perimeter dike around Pond 1 does not tie-in to natural abutments but 

continues on to bound the northwest and southeast sides of Pond 2.  Thus, the 

perimeter dike has no abutments and the only groins at Pond 1 are those formed 

where the northeast cross dike ties-in to the perimeter dike at each end of the 

cross dike.  The groins at each end are buried with CCW, although an access ramp 

into Pond 1 exists in the groin area at the southeast end of the cross dike (see 

Photo 1.16). 
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5.1.2 Outlet Structures 

 

Pond 1 Overflow Structure 

 

There is no outfall structure.  Bottom ash effluent is pumped into Pond 1 about 

1.5 hours per day. 

 

Outlet Conduit 

 

There is no outlet conduit.  According to MidAmerican staff, the original outfall 

structure that discharged to the outlet channel is plugged with concrete.  

 

Pond 1 Emergency Spillway (If Present) 

 

There is no emergency spillway. 

 

Pond 1 Low Level Outlet 

 

There is no low level outlet. 

 

5.2 POND 2 

 

5.2.1 Embankment Dam and Basin Area 

 

Pond 2 Crest 

 

The perimeter dike crest along the northwest side of Pond 2 has a surface 

consisting of compacted ash material, which is generally free of vegetation in 

higher-traffic areas and has light vegetation where there is less traffic.  The more 

heavily used crest roadways on the southeast-side perimeter dike and on the cross 

dikes are broader and have a granular surfacing of what appeared to be coarse ash 

material. 

 

Pond 2 Crest Photos:  

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 2.3, 2.5 (southwest end) 

Northeast cross dike embankment: 3.29 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 1.16 (from Pond 1 side) 

Southeast perimeter dike embankment: 2.6 

 

No major depressions, sags, significant tension cracks or other signs of significant 

settlement or mass soil movement were observed on the Pond 2 crest.  One minor 

linear crack was observed in the crest near the top of the outside slope of the 

perimeter dike on the southeast side, but close observation showed it was 

associated with a tire rut where a heavy truck got too close to the edge of the 

crest. 
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Pond 2 Outside Slope and Toe 

 

The outside slope and toe area along the northwest-side perimeter dike was 

observed to have a relatively well-maintained vegetative cover of grass and 

weeds.  The outside slope and toe area along the southeast-side perimeter dike 

was observed to have sparse vegetation, apparently due to recent clearing 

operations.  The southeast-side outside toe area is adjacent to the outlet channel 

that extends to the outfall at the river.   

 

Pond 2 Outside Slope Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 2.5 

Northeast cross dike embankment: no photo (see 3.29 for crest) 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 1.16 (from Pond 1 side) 

Southeast perimeter dike embankment: 2.7, 2.9 (in-part, near side in photo), 2.11 

 

No obvious signs of slumps, slides, bulges, tension cracks, seepage, or animal 

holes were observed in the outside slope.  Trees, brush, and other woody 

vegetation appeared to have recently been removed from the outside slope and toe 

area along the southeast side.  No major erosion was observed.  

 

Pond 2 Inside Slope and Basin Area 

 

The inside slopes of Pond 2 are generally buried with ash deposits.  The majority 

of the Pond 2 area was observed to be dry; the southeast half was in the process of 

being excavated to restore storage volume and will receive effluent in the future.  

Only the upper third (northwest part) has effluent inflow (see Photos 2.2, 2.4, 

2.15).  The fly ash deposits in the area of the effluent discharge pipes were 

observed to be solidified into sedimentary rock-like layers (see Photo 2.16).  An 

interior access road was observed inside the northwest side of the pond (see Photo 

2.1); this road leads to the current location of the northeast cross dike.  Water 

discharges through culverts under the northeast cross dike (see Photo 2.14) to the 

northeast area of Pond 2 (see Photo 2.13) and on through the discontinuous 

former northeast cross dike to Pond 3A. 

 

Pond 2 Inside Slope Photos: 

Northwest dike embankment: 2.1 (inside access road to cross dike), 2.3 (linear ash 

mound covers former inside slope; similar to 3.22) 

Northeast cross dike embankment: 2.14 (twin 24-inch diameter culverts flow through 

cross dike to NE part of Pond 2 and on through  

discontinuous former NE dike to  Pond 3A). 

Southwest dike embankment: no photo (see 1.16 for Pond 1 side of cross dike) 

Southeast dike embankment: 2.6 (inside slope at upper left corner of photo) 
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Ash material was observed to have been piled up along the inside edge of the 

crest on the northwest side of Pond 2 (and Pond 3) giving the appearance of a 

higher berm (see Photo 2.3). 

 

Pond 2 Abutments and Groin Areas 

 

The perimeter dike around Pond 2 does not tie-in to natural abutments; the groin 

areas where the cross dikes tie-in to the perimeter dike are buried with ash 

deposits.   

 

5.2.2 Outlet Structures 

 

Pond 2 Overflow Structure 

 

There is no overflow structure. 

 

Pond 2 Outlet Conduit 

 

Water in Pond 2 flows through two 24-inch culverts under the northeast cross 

dike to the original northeast area of Pond 2; these operational culverts were not 

viewed closely.  From the culverts the outfall path for water from Pond 2 is 

overland flow into Pond 3A, as shown by the attached Neal North Map Picture 

Index.  The path can change as the Plant switches cells within the ponds to allow 

for excavation of ash. 

 

According to MidAmerican staff, the original outfall structure that discharged to 

the outlet channel is plugged with concrete.  

 

Pond 2 Emergency Spillway (If Present) 

 

There is no emergency spillway. 

 

Pond 2 Low Level Outlet 

 

There is no low level outfall. 
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5.3 POND 3A 

 

5.3.1 Embankment Dam and Basin Area 

 

Pond 3A Crest 

 

The perimeter dike crest along the northwest side of Pond 3A has a surface 

consisting of compacted ash material with light vegetative cover.  Like the crest at 

Pond 2, the more heavily used crest roadways on the south-side perimeter dike 

and on the cross dikes are broader and have a granular surfacing of what appeared 

to be coarse ash material. 

 

Pond 3A Crest Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 3.19, 3.21-3.23 (3.23 in-part Pond 2) 

Northeast cross dike embankment: 3.1 (from Pond 3B South side) 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 3.29 (noted as Pond 2 NW crest, same cross 

          dike) 

Southwest side offset perimeter dike segment (near SE corner): 2.10, 2.12  

South perimeter dike embankment: 3.26, 3.27 (partial view from outside swale) 

 

No major depressions, sags, tension cracks or other signs of significant settlement 

or mass soil movement were observed on the Pond 3A crest.   

  

Pond 3A Outside Slope and Toe 

 

The outside slope and toe area along the northwest-side perimeter dike was 

observed to have a relatively well-maintained vegetative cover of grass and 

weeds.  There is no actual slope on the south side of Pond 3A; this area is 

occupied by a drainage swale between Pond 3A and the adjacent landfill slope 

that extends up to the southeast; it was observed that the swale area had been 

recently graded and a new cover of grass was being established, as part of the 

landfill capping project recently completed.  The 48-inch diameter culvert to the 

outlet channel from the outlet at Pond 3B South is buried under the swale area.  

The outside slope and toe area along the short southwest-side offset segment of 

the perimeter dike was observed to have sparse vegetation, apparently due to 

recent construction operations (see Photo 2.10).  The southwest-side perimeter 

dike segment outside toe area is at the head of the outlet channel, where the 48-

inch diameter culvert discharges into the channel (see Photo 4.9).  

 

Pond 3A Outside Slope Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 3.19 

Northeast cross dike embankment: 3.1 (Pond 3B South side) 

Southwest cross dike embankment: no photo 

South perimeter dike embankment: 3.27 (no actual slope; only drainage swale) 

Southwest-side offset perimeter dike segment (near SE corner): 2.10, 2.12 
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No obvious signs of slumps, slides, bulges, tension cracks, seepage, or animal 

holes were observed in the outside slope.  Trees, brush, and other woody 

vegetation appeared to have recently been removed from the outside slope and toe 

area along the southwest-side offset perimeter dike segment.  No major erosion 

was observed.  One minor erosion gully in the slope was observed to have 

recently been repaired with clay fill (see Photo 2.12). 

 

Pond 3A Inside Slope and Basin Area 

 

Pond 3A was observed to have the largest pool of water of all the ash ponds at 

NNEC. The pool of water occupies most of the basin area (see Photos 3.24 and 

3.30), except in the northwest part where ash deposits have accumulated and 

where ash formerly was mounded along the inside edge of the northwest-side 

crest above the crest elevation (see Photos 3.19 through 3.22).  Thus, the inside 

slopes of Pond 3A are generally covered with water or buried with ash deposits.  

The ash deposits were observed to contain some C-stone fragments (see Photo 

3.31).  In addition to the sluiced discharge received from Pond 2, Pond 3A 

occasionally receives discharge from an ash sluice pipe located over the northwest 

side (see Photo 3.32), near juncture with northeast part of Pond 2. The exposed 

upper part of the inside slope above water level on the south side was observed to 

have been recently graded and was generally bare with no vegetative cover at the 

time of the site visit (see Photo 3.25).  

 

Pond 3A Inside Slope Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: no photo (slope covered with ash mound) 

Northeast cross dike embankment: 3.30 (in distance across pond of water) 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 3.29 (slope obscured in view), 3.24 (just 

                                                          inside cross dike and offset perimeter dike 

                                                          segment (note solidified fly ash) 

South perimeter dike embankment: 3.25, 3.28 

 

No slumps, slides, or other signs of shear failure were observed in the visible parts 

of the slopes above the water level.  No significant erosion was noted.   

  

Pond 3A Abutments and Groin Areas 

 

The perimeter dike around Pond 3A does not tie-in to natural abutments; the groin 

areas where the cross dikes tie-in to the perimeter dike are buried with ash 

deposits at their northwest ends.  No erosion was observed in the groins where the 

southeast ends tie-in to the south-side perimeter dike. 
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5.3.2 Outlet Structures 

 

Pond 3A Overflow Structure 

 

There is no overflow structure. 

 

Pond 3A Outlet Conduit 

 

There is one 24-inch diameter CIP culvert that discharges through the northeast 

cross dike into Pond 3B South, located 100 to 150 feet from the Pond 3B South 

outfall structure (see Photo 3.1).  In addition, there is a temporary outlet pipe 

through the very bottom of the southwest-side offset perimeter dike segment that 

has a valve operator at the inside edge of the crest.  MidAmerican staff indicated 

that a temporary permit had been obtained to discharge from Pond 3A directly to 

the outlet channel, apparently to drop the water level in Pond 3A as low as 

possible during grading work on the inside slope along the south side of the pond.  

The visible parts of the pipes appeared sound. 

 

Pond 3A Emergency Spillway (If Present) 

 

There is no emergency spillway. 

 

Pond 3A Low Level Outlet 

   

There is no low level outlet. 

 

5.4 POND 3B North 

 

5.4.1 Embankment Dam and Basin Area 

   

Pond 3B North Crest 

 

The narrow perimeter dike crest along the northwest and northeast sides of Pond 

3B North has a cover of short grass.  The more heavily used crest roadways on the 

crests of the southwest and southeast cross dikes are broader and have a granular 

surfacing of what appeared to be coarse ash material. 

 

Pond 3B North Crest Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 3.16, 3.17 

Northeast perimeter dike embankment: 3.10 

Southwest cross dike embankment: no photo 

Southeast cross dike embankment: 3.11 (left edge of photo) 

 

No major depressions, sags, tension cracks or other signs of settlement or mass 

soil movement were observed in the Pond 3B North Crest.   
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Pond 3B North Outside Slope and Toe 

 

The outside slope and toe area along the northwest-side and northeast-side 

perimeter dike was observed to have a well-maintained grass cover (see Photos 

3.14 through 3.16).   

 

Pond 3B North Outside Slope Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 3.16, 3.17 

Northeast perimeter dike embankment: 3.8, 3.14, 3.15 

Southwest cross dike embankment: no photo (partly visible to far left in Photo  

          3.30) 

Southeast cross dike embankment: in distance in Photos 3.1, 3.5, 3.7   

 

No obvious signs of slumps, slides, bulges, tension cracks, or animal holes were 

observed in the outside slope.  However, holes were observed in the outside slope 

surface several feet (vertically) below the crest in the area of suspected seepage 

erosion through the northeast-side perimeter dike (see Photo 3.8).  An animal hole 

was noted in the ash mound above crest level on the northwest side.  No major 

surface erosion was observed.   

 

Pond 3B North Inside Slope and Basin Area 

The perimeter dike inside slope is generally buried with ash deposits, except 

along the southeast part of the perimeter dike on the northeast side, which is 

partially exposed above ash level in the pond.  There is a linear mound of ash 

material up to 10 feet high above the dike crest elevation along the inside edge of 

the perimeter dike crest on the northwest side (see Photos 3.16 and 3.19) and 

partly on the northeast side, northwest end.   

 

Pond 3B North is the northerly half of Pond 3 B.  The southwest part (less than 

half) of Pond 3B North currently receives sluiced ash from Boiler Unit 3; the 

sluice water ponds at the lower, southeast end and the ash builds up at the 

northwest end, where ash is discharged into the pond (see Photo 3.18).  The 

northeast part of Pond 3B North is currently diked off and in the process of being 

excavated to restore storage volume; the southeast end of this part has been 

excavated, and vegetation is becoming established on the bottom (see Photo 3.11).  

A buffer of 50 or 60 feet has been maintained between the excavation and the 

perimeter dike where apparent seepage erosion holes were observed in the outside 

slope.  

     

Pond 3B North Inside Slope Photos: 

Northwest perimeter dike embankment: 3.18 (covered with ash in foreground) 

Northeast perimeter dike embankment: 3.10, 3.13 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 3.11 (far dike) 

Southeast cross dike embankment: 3.11 (near dike to left), 3.12 (far dike) 
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In the visible parts of the inside slopes above ash level no obvious signs of 

slumps, slides, bulges, tension cracks, or animal holes were observed (see Photos 

3.10 through 3.13).  No significant erosion was observed. 

  

Pond 3B North Abutments and Groin Areas 

 

The perimeter dike around Pond 3B North does not tie-in to natural abutments; 

the groin areas where the cross dikes tie-in to the perimeter dike are generally 

buried with ash deposits.   

 

5.4.2 Outlet Structures 

 

Pond 3B North Overflow Structure 

 

There is no overflow structure. 

 

Pond 3B North Outlet Conduit 

 

Ash Pond 3B North discharges through a 24-inch diameter CIP culvert through 

the southeast cross dike into Ash Pond 3B South (discharge end visible in far 

cross dike in Photo 3.1).  This operational pipe was not viewed closely. 

 

Pond 3B North Emergency Spillway (If Present) 

 

There is no emergency spillway. 

 

Pond 3B North Low Level Outlet 

   

There is no low level outlet. 

 

5.5 ASH POND 3B South 

 

5.5.1 Embankment Dam and Basin Area 

 

Pond 3B South Crest 

 

The perimeter dike crest along the south and northeast sides of Pond 3B South has 

a surface consisting of compacted ash or soil material with light vegetative cover 

or bare.  The more heavily used crest roadways on the crests of the southwest and 

northeast cross dikes are somewhat broader and have a granular surfacing of what 

appeared to be coarse ash material. 
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Ash Pond 3B South Crest Photos: 

Northwest cross dike embankment: 3.11 (partial view to left) 

Northeast perimeter dike embankment: 3.7 (to right) 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 3.1 (see also 4.15)  

South perimeter dike embankment: 3.2, 3.4, 3.6 

 

No major tension cracks or other signs of soil shear value were observed.  

However, a noticeable low section of the crest was observed along the south 

perimeter dike section (see Photo 3.5) and extending around to the northeast side. 

 

Pond 3B South Outside Slope and Toe 

 

The outside slope and toe area along the south-side perimeter dike was observed 

to have sparse or spotty vegetation, apparently due to recent clearing operations 

(see Photo 3.4).  A good grass cover was observed on the outside slope and toe 

area of the northeast-side perimeter dike (see Photo 3.9).    

 

Pond 3B South Outside Slope Photos: 

Northwest cross dike embankment: 3.11 (inside slope to Pond 3B North) 

Northeast perimeter dike embankment: 3.9 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 3.30 (in distance) 

South perimeter dike embankment: 3.3, 3.4   

 

No obvious signs of slumps, slides, bulges, tension cracks, seepage, or animal 

holes were observed.  No active erosion was observed along the toe swale on the 

northeast side.  No major erosion was observed.  A couple of minor erosion 

gullies in the slope were observed to have recently been repaired with clay fill 

(see Photo 3.3 for one).  Wet soil conditions were observed along the outside toe 

of the south-side perimeter dike, which is situated in relatively close proximity to 

the channel leading from the oxbow lake to the inlet of the 48-inch diameter box 

culvert. 

 

Pond 3B South Inside Slope and Basin Area 

 

Pond 3B South, which serves as a “polishing pond,” was observed to have a 

recently lowered pool of water.  The pool of water occupies practically all of the 

basin area (see Photos 3.1 and 3.5) even at the lowered level.  Thus, the lower part 

of the inside slopes of Pond 3B South is normally below water level in the pond.  

The exposed upper part of the inside slopes above the former higher water level 

around the pond was observed to have a generally sparse vegetative cover (see 

Photos 3.1, 3.6, and 3.7).  A blanket of small stone was observed on the inside 

slope in the vicinity of the access bridge to the new stop-log structure and onto a 

low spot on the crest (see Photo 3.2). 
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Pond 3B South Inside Slope Photos: 

Northwest cross dike embankment: 3.1 (in distance) 

Northeast perimeter dike embankment: 3.7 

Southwest cross dike embankment: 3.1 

South perimeter dike embankment: 3.5, 3.6   

 

No slumps, slides, or other signs of shear failure were observed in the visible parts 

of the slopes above the water level.  No significant erosion was noted, although 

some minor wave erosion was noted along the previous higher operating water 

level; in addition, the inside slope surface of the southwest-side cross dike is 

locally eroded where the culvert discharges into Pond 3B South from Pond 3A 

(see Photo 3.1).   

  

Pond 3B South Abutments and Groin Areas 

 

The perimeter dike around Pond 3B South does not tie-in to natural abutments; no 

erosion was noted in the groins where the cross dikes tie-in to the perimeter dike. 

 

5.5.2 Outlet Structures 

 

The outfall path from Pond 3B South starts at the new stop-log structure shown in 

Photo 4.1.  A skimmer box surrounds the overflow section and is fitted with a 

staff gauge (see Photo 4.2).  From an adjustable 4-foot wide stop-log weir (see 

Photo 4.3) flow enters the structure and discharges through a 24-inch RCP pipe in 

the bottom of the structure to a wet well (see Photo 4.4, interior view) at the crest 

of the dike.  

     

From the wet well the water discharges through another 24-inch RCP, which 

connects underground to a 48-inch diameter RCP (see Photo 4.5 for general 

location).  The 48-inch pipe also receives drainage from a channel from the 

oxbow lake (see Photo 4.6).  The inlet and outlet ends of the 1,650-foot long, 48-

inch culvert were observed to be in good visual condition and appeared to be in 

sound condition (see Photos 4.7 through 4.10).  Then the discharge from the 48-

inch culvert daylights into the 1,200-foot long swale (see Photos 4.9 and 4.12), 

including a 50-foot section where the water is channeled through a 48-inch 

aluminum CMP (see Photo 4.11), then to the final outfall structure (see Photo 

4.12) that discharges into the Missouri River (see Photos 4.12 through 4.14).  At 

the final outfall structure, water flows over a 3-foot wide rectangular weir (see 

Photo4.13), then into a 48-inch RCP culvert (see Photo 4.14) discharging into the 

Missouri River.  The discharge channel was observed to be open and free-flowing 

with no obstructions or bank failures.  The visible parts of aluminum culvert and 

the final outfall structure were observed to be in good visual condition and 

appeared sound and serviceable.  
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Pond 3B South Overflow Structure 

 

The overflow structure is the new stop-log structure located at the southwest 

corner of Pond 3B South (see Photos 4.1 through 4.3); the overflow structure and 

access bridge were observed to be in very good visual condition and appeared 

sound and serviceable.  The wet well located at the south-side perimeter dike crest 

was in good visual condition (see Photo 4.4).  MidAmerican staff explained that 

CO2 is added to the discharge water at the wet well to maintain a pH value near 

8.0. 

 

Pond 3B South Outlet Conduit 

 

The 24-inch diameter outlet pipes between the stop-log structure and the wet well 

and between the wet well to the 48-inch diameter outfall culvert are buried and 

could not be viewed.   

 

Pond 3B South Emergency Spillway (If Present) 

 

There is an emergency high overflow pipe (24-inch diameter CIP) through the 

cross dike between Pond 3B South and Pond 3A located about 30 feet from the 

Pond 3B South Overflow Structure (see Photo 4.15).  MidAmerican has indicated 

that this pipe is never used. 

 

Pond 3B South Low Level Outlet 

 

There is no low level outlet. 
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6.0 HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC SAFETY 

 

6.1 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

 

6.1.1 Floods of Record 

 

The three ash ponds are totally contained within perimeter dikes and do not 

receive off-site natural drainage.  Therefore, they do not receive flood inflows 

from off-site.  The source of water into the ponds, aside from sluicing and plant 

drainage, is precipitation that falls directly into the basins.  Historic climate data 

available on-line from the High Plains Regional Climate Center indicate that the 

record 24-hour (1 day) precipitation in the area (Omaha Eppley Airfield) was 6.46 

inches on August 7, 1999 for the period of record 1948 to 2010.  This record 

holds also for the period of record 1871 to 2010 for the Omaha area in the NOAA 

Online Weather Data.   

 

Hearsay evidence from MidAmerican personnel is that, during a major flood 

event along the Missouri River in1992, overland flooding was observed to extend 

miles to the southwesterly side of the Missouri River.  However during the 1992 

flood (which was the flood of record on the Missouri), there was no damage to the 

NNEC ash ponds. 

 

6.1.2 Inflow Design Flood 

  

The ash ponds at the NNEC do not receive uncontrolled inflows from off-site.  

MidAmerican staff stated that the NNEC plant is designed to be protected against 

the 100-year (1% annual chance) flood.   

 

For ash ponds that are totally contained within a perimeter dike system, such as 

the ash ponds at the NNEC, safe containment of water within the basins is 

provided by maintaining sufficient freeboard to contain 100 percent of design 

precipitation over the pond areas.   

 

Based on the Small Size Classification and Low Hazard Potential Classification 

assigned to all of the ash ponds (see Section 2.2 of this report), the “spillway 

design flood” (SDF) is one with a probable recurrence interval of 50 years to100 

years (2% to 1% annual chance), according to USACE ER 1110-2-106 

(September 26, 1979).  By Iowa Department of Natural Resources´ “Design 

Criteria and Guidelines for Iowa Dams” (December 1990), for “low hazard dams” 

not classified as “major structures,” the design rainfall (RD) = P100 + 0.12 (PMP 

– P100).   From “Iowa Precipitation Frequencies” (1988): P100 = 6.3 inches (24-

hour duration); PMP = 31.5 inches (all season, 24-hour duration, 10 sq. mi.); and 

RD = 9.3 inches, which is within the USACE criterion; this design rainfall can be 

taken as the design “inflow” that the ash basins should safely accommodate.  

However, for this report the site ponds are also approximately checked against the  
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intermediate size classification, which includes an analysis up to the ½ probable 

maximum flood (1/2 PMF) (see Table 6.1).  The intermediate size classification 

might apply in the highly unlikely event of all the ponds failing simultaneously.  

The approximate assessment discussed in Section 6.3 and summarized in Table 

6.1 examines these three storm events simulated as inflow rain volume falling 

directly into the ponds with no discharge.  This would equate to the depth of 

rainfall within each pond, as follows:  

 

1) one hundred year event, P100 = 6.3 inches (0.53 feet),  

2) the Iowa DNR design rainfall equation = 9.3 inches (0.77 feet), and  

3) the ½ PMP rainfall = ½ (31.5) inches = 15.75 inches (1.31 feet). 

 

6.1.3 Spillway Rating 

 

No spillway rating was provided for the outlet works at Pond 3B South.  This is 

the only outfall discharge point for all the ash ponds at NNEC.  However, no 

outfall is assumed in the assessment in Section 6.3. 

 

6.1.4 Downstream Flood Analysis 

 

No downstream flood analysis has been provided by NNEC staff for the ash 

ponds.  A qualitative analysis based on field observations and review of available 

data, and assuming failure by overtopping and subsequent breaching of the 

perimeter dike embankment, is as follows: 

 

Failure of the perimeter dike at Pond 1 would discharge water directly into the 

Missouri River along with some boiler slag/bottom ash eroded and transported with 

water flowing through the breach.  The failure would not likely cause loss of life, 

but could cause some environmental damage. 

 

Failure of the perimeter dike on the southeast side of Pond 2 would discharge water 

and some bottom ash and any un-solidified fly ash into the adjacent discharge 

channel, which leads to the Missouri River; much of the ash material would be 

deposited in the outlet channel and some would likely reach the river.  Because of 

the high linear mound of ash piled along the northwest edge of the pond, 

overtopping failure in that direction is not likely.  However, a failure through the 

perimeter dike on the northwest side due to other causes, e.g., embankment or 

foundation soil shear failure or internal erosion (piping) failure as a result of 

seepage through the embankment or foundation soils, could potentially release 

water and some CCW into a low area between the pond and the coal pile, which 

would drain toward the Missouri River.  Failure of the Pond 2 perimeter dike would 

not likely cause loss of life, but would cause some environmental damage and 

potential minor economic damage to MEC property.   
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Depending on location around Pond 3, failure of the perimeter dike would discharge 

water and bottom ash and any un-solidified fly ash directly into the discharge 

channel leading to the Missouri River at the dike segment on southwest side of 

Pond 3A, or directly into the oxbow lake or channel inlet to the 4-foot diameter 

culvert along the dike segment around 3B South, or onto MEC property and 

potentially onto a nearby industrial property along the dike segment around Pond 

3B North, or onto MEC property along the dike segment on the northwest side of 

Pond 3A.  Because of the internal dikes, a breach failure at any one location along 

the perimeter dike would not suddenly release all the water in the pond(s) or expose 

all the CCW in Pond 3 to potential erosion and transport with water released 

through a breach.  The failure would not likely cause loss of life, but would cause 

some environmental damage and potential minor economic damage to MEC 

property and possibly to industrial property on the northeast side of Pond 3B North. 

 

Estimating the Missouri River Flood-Stage Frequencies 

From the 1991 FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) and the FEMA Flood 

Insurance Study (FIS), flood frequency elevation estimates have been determined 

by Dewberry staff.  The NNEC site is adjacent to the FEMA FIRM river cross 

sections G-G and H-H.  The 1991 FEMA FIS profiles provide the following peak 

Missouri River elevations: 

 

10-year Profile = 1070.0 

100-year Profile = 1073.0 

500-year Profile = 1076.4 

 

As noted in the HWS report, Section D2-D2 through the outside original dike toe 

elevation of Ash Pond 1 is at 1075.0 feet.  The 100-year event for the Missouri 

River is below the Pond 1 dike toe elevation, but the 500-year event would 

encroach onto the outer slope of the perimeter dike at Pond 1 1.4 feet.   The FIS 

report does not estimate any storm events greater than the 500-year flood 

elevation.   

 

6.2 ADEQUACY OF SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

 

No hydrologic/hydraulic analyses have been provided for the ash ponds.  However, for 

purposes of this assessment rigorous analyses are not needed for evaluation of hydrologic 

safety of these basins, which are totally contained within perimeter dike systems and do 

not receive off-site drainage.  Simple calculations as discussed in the following section 

are sufficient.   

  

6.3 ASSESSMENT OF HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC SAFETY 

   

Heavy Rainfall on Zero-discharge Ash Ponds  

Calculations of the approximate amount of freeboard available in all the NNEC ash 

ponds under the given rainfalls falling on the ponds with zero discharge have been 
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performed.  These calculations assume that the pool levels are at the maximum operating 

water levels just prior to the rainfall events and that the ash surfaces have not built-up      

above the maximum operating water levels.  The resulting available freeboard for each of 

the NNEC ash ponds is shown in Table 6.1. 

 
                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         1
Based on the Iowa DNR Equation 1 (RD) = P100 + 0.12 (PMP – P100) = 9.3 inches (0.77 feet) 

                
2
Before repairs to the perimeter dike around Pond 3B South 

                
3
Following repairs to the perimeter dike around Pond 3B South  

 

Possibly a longer-duration rainstorm would be more appropriate for the ash ponds.  For 

72-hour duration the PMP (all season, 10 sq. mi.) for the site location is 36.5 inches and 

½ PMP is 18.25 inches, or 2.5 inches more than for 24-hour duration.  Thus, the available 

freeboard shown in the table for ½ PMP would be reduced by approximately 0.2 foot 

under the longer-duration storm, leaving a minimum freeboard of approximately 1.5 feet. 

 

On the basis of the simple calculations and the stated assumptions, all the ash ponds 

appear to have sufficient flood storage capacity between maximum operating pool levels 

and the dike crest elevations to safely accommodate severe rainfall events, including the 

100-year rainfall, the Iowa DNR equation, and the ½ PMP rainfall depths.  Thus, the 

NNEC ash ponds appear to have adequate hydrologic safety, but ash management 

practices must be prudently exercised to ensure that adequate surcharge storage is always 

maintained to accommodate excess water from severe rainfall events.

Table 6.1: Severe Rainfall Events-NNEC Ash Pond Freeboard  

  
Pond 

 Maximum 

Operating 

Water 

Level  

(elev-feet) 

Minimum 

Top of 

Dike 

(elev-feet) 

Three Severe Rain Events  

(24-hr duration) 

100-Year 

Freeboard 

(feet) 

P = 6.3 

inches 

IA DNR 

Freeboard 

(feet)  

P = 9.31 

inches 

½ PMP 

Freeboard 

(feet)  

 P = 15.75 

inches 

Pond 1   1078.5 1085 6.0 5.7 5.2 

Pond 2   1082 1085 2.5 2.2 1.7 

Pond 3A   1082 1085 2.5 2.2 1.7 

Pond 3B North   1082 1085 2.5 2.2 1.7 

Pond 3B South   1079 1082.92 3.4 3.1 2.6  

Pond 3B South   1079 10853 5.5 5.2 4.7  
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7.0 STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

 

7.1 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

  

7.1.1 Stability Analyses and Load Cases Analyzed 

 

No stability analyses appear to have been performed for the perimeter dike during 

original design in the early 1970s.  However, as previously mentioned, a recent 

geotechnical study was performed by HWS Consulting Group Inc. at the request 

of MidAmerican to assess the stability of the perimeter dike and evaluate the 

feasibility of raising maximum operating pool elevation up to 1082 feet from the 

original maximum operating pool elevation of 1078.5 feet for all the ponds; the 

results of that study are presented in the Geotechnical Engineering Report dated 

June 19, 2009, included in Appendix C - Doc 1.5.  The field exploration program 

included Dutch friction-cone soundings, test borings, and soil sampling at 15 

surveyed cross sections of the perimeter dike.  A total of 25 borings were made to 

explore and establish the subsurface conditions at the various sections of the dike.  

Laboratory tests were performed on both disturbed and relatively undisturbed 

samples to determine classification and engineering properties and parameters of 

the ash, dike embankment fill, and foundation soils.  The laboratory tests included 

determinations of: moisture content, dry density, grain size distribution, 

dispersion potential, unconfined compressive strength, triaxial shear strengths, 

and permeability coefficients by both constant-head and falling-head test 

methods.  Six critical sections of the perimeter dike were selected for analyses 

including: 

 

 Embankment and foundation stability against a shear failure (Slope 

Stability Analysis); 

 Stability of the embankment against seepage uplift due presence of 

permeable foundation soils (Underseepage Analysis), and 

 Potential for liquefaction during earthquakes (Liquefaction Potential 

Analysis). 

 

One of the critical cross sections of the perimeter dike occurs at Pond 1 (Section 

E-E in the geotechnical report); one occurs at Pond 2 (Section G-G); one occurs at 

Pond 3A (Section B-B); one occurs at Pond 3B North (Section A-A); and two 

occur at Pond 3B South (Section H2-H2 and Section K2-K2). 

   

In the slope stability analysis the case analyzed was static stability of the outside 

slope with full pond on the inside slope; analyses were performed for both 

“drained” shear strength and “undrained” shear strength of the soils in the section 

model.  (The drained strength represents steady-state conditions, which is the 

usual case for this dike.)  The Simplified Bishop Method of analysis was used to 

compute factors of safety against circular arc rotational failure using a computer 
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software application (GSSTABL7 v.2).  The results are presented in Appendix G 

of the Geotechnical Engineering Report in Appendix C - Doc 1.5 and summarized 

in Subsection 7.1.4.  

 

In the underseepage analysis the Gradient Safety Factor (GSF) was calculated to 

evaluate the potential for seepage uplift failure at the toe of the embankment; in 

the geotechnical report the formula is given as GSF = actual exit gradient/critical 

exit gradient; however, this is believed to be a typographical error, as the actual 

exit gradient should be in the denominator, i.e., GSF = critical exit gradient/actual 

exit gradient. (In other words the actual exit gradient must be less than the critical 

exit gradient in order for the factor of safety to be greater than 1.0.)  The 

geotechnical report indicates that the methodology of Turnbull and Mansur (1961) 

was used to calculate the GSF.  The GSF for the outside toe was calculated for the 

current profile with maximum operating pool level and for the proposed profile 

with ponds cleaned out and revised (generally lower) maximum operating pool 

level. The GSF for the inside toe was also calculated at applicable sections, 

assuming 100-year flood elevation on the outside slope with empty pond on 

inside.  The critical exit gradient was taken as 0.92.  The results are presented in 

Appendix H of the Geotechnical Engineering Report in Appendix C - Doc 1.5 and 

summarized in Subsection 7.1.4.  

 

In the liquefaction potential analysis methods for evaluating liquefaction were 

taken from a paper title “Liquefaction Resistance of Soils: Summary report from 

1996NCEER and 1998 NCEER/NSF Workshops on Evaluation of Liquefaction 

Resistance of Soils.”  The factor of safety against liquefaction was computed from 

FS = CRR/CSR, where CRR is the Cyclic Resistance Ratio, which in this case 

was calculated using standard penetration test (SPT) results from the borings, and 

CSR is the Cyclic Stress Ratio, which was calculated based on the maximum 

horizontal earthquake acceleration, the ratio of the total vertical stress to the 

effective vertical stress at the level of each SPT, and a soil profile flexibility 

coefficient.  A peak horizontal ground acceleration of 0.069g was used in the 

analysis, from USGS based on mean magnitude 5.87 (Richter) and mean return 

period of 4975 years (approximately equivalent to 2-percent probability of 

exceedance in 100 years).  The results are presented in Appendix H of the 

Geotechnical Engineering Report and summarized in Subsection 7.1.4.  (The 

liquefaction analysis results were furnished later and are included in Appendix D - 

Item 3 for reference, along with other information requested after the site visit.) 
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7.1.2 Design Properties and Parameters of Materials 

  

Each of the 6 cross sections analyzed have multiple layers of embankment and 

alluvial foundation soils, as well as fly ash, unique to each section.  The following 

Table 7.1 shows the range of design properties and parameters used in the 

analysis sections.  Specific design data for each section are shown on the analysis 

sections contained in Appendix G of the Geotechnical Engineering Report in 

Appendix C - Doc 1.5. 

   

Table 7.1: Range of Design Properties and Parameters of Materials 

used in Analyses 

Material 

Total 

Unit Wt. 

(pcf) 

 

Saturated 

Unit Wt. 

(pcf) 

Drained Strength 

Parameters 

Undrained 

Strength 

Parameters 

C´ 

(psf) 
Ø´ 

(deg) 

C  

(psf) 
Ø  

(deg) 

Fly Ash 100-95 100-95 0 20 1500 - 

Fill-ML 120 120 100-50 28-26 1500 - 

Fill-CL 
112-132 112-132 100-50 32-25 

2000-

500 
- 

Fill-CH, CL-

CH 
120-130 120-130 75-100 30-32 

1500-

2000 
- 

Fill-SM, SP-

SM 
120 120 0 30 0 30 

Alluv.-ML 120 120 100 28 1500 - 

Alluv.-CL 
120 120 75-0 30-25 

1500-

500 
- 

Alluv.-CH 
110-116 110-116 75-0 30-25 

1500-

500 
- 

Alluv.-SP, SP-

SM 
120 120 0 32 0 32 

Alluv.-SM 110 110  0 30 0 30 
See analysis sections in Doc. 1.5 in Appendix C for source of information in this table. 

 

7.1.3 Uplift and/or Phreatic Surface Assumptions 

 

The phreatic surface or piezometric level in the embankment slope stability 

analysis sections appears to have been based on maximum operating pool level on 

the inside and a shallow groundwater level at the outside toe, or the water level in 

the adjacent river, or oxbow lake, or outlet channel, depending on section 

location, with piezometric level varying linearly through the embankment 

between the inside and outside water levels. 
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7.1.4 Factors of Safety and Base Stresses 

 

The computed factors of safety for the various sections analyzed in the slope 

stability analyses are shown in the following Table 7.2. 

 

     

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  
 

 

See analysis sections in Doc. 1.5 in Appendix C for source of information in this table.  

 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) recommended minimum FS criteria 

are 1.4 (drained) and 1.3 (undrained). 

 

The computed gradient safety factors for the various sections analyzed in the 

underseepage analyses are shown in the following Table 7.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
See analysis sections in Doc. 1.5 in Appendix C for source of information in this table. 

 

Table 7.2: Slope Stability Factors of Safety (Static Loading Outside Slope) 

  Calculated Minimum Factor of Safety (FS) 

Location / Section 
Drained 

Condition 

Undrained 

Condition 

Pond 1 / Section E-E 1.8 2.2 

Pond 2 / Section G-G 1.5 2.7 

Pond 3A / Section B-B 1.8 4.5 

Pond 3B North / Section A-A 2.9 5.0 

Pond 3B South / Section H2-H2 2.0 4.7 

Pond 3B South / Section K2-K2 2.4 5.4 

Table 7.3: Underseepage Analysis Gradient Safety Factors  

  Calculated GSF 

Location / Section 

Outside Toe Inside Toe 

Current Proposed Current Proposed 

Pond 1 / Section E-E 0.6 1.6 7.1 2.0 

Pond 2 / Section G-G 13.7 1.9 7.8 1.9 

Pond 3A / Section B-B 9.2 12.1 N/A N/A 

Pond 3B North / Section A-A 11.6 2.9 N/A N/A 

Pond 3B South / Section H2-H2 2.0 1.7 5.2 5.2 

Pond 3B South / Section K2-K2 1.0 1.7 3.2  3.2 
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The USACE recommended minimum GSF criterion is 1.5.   

                             

The computed minimum factors of safety against liquefaction based on use of 

SPT data obtained in test borings at the various sections analyzed in the 

liquefaction potential analyses are shown in the following Table 7.4. 

   

     

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
See analysis sections in Doc. 1.5 in Appendix C for source of information in this table. 

 

A minimum FS criterion of 1.5 was adopted by HWS for the Recent deposits 

found in test borings at the site. 

 

Based on the results of their various engineering analyses, HWS recommended 

operating conditions for the ash ponds as shown in the following Table 7.5. 

     

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  
 

 
*Assumes minimum top elevation of 1085.0 feet. **Below 1082.0 to satisfy minimum GSF.  

 

Table 7.4: Liquefaction Analysis Factors of Safety (SPT-Based) 

Location / Section 

Depth 

(feet) 

 

N 

(blows/foot) 

 

Calculated 

Minimum 

Factor of Safety 

(FS) 

Pond 1 / Section E-E 25 5 2.88 

Pond 2 / Section G-G 30 9 4.06 

Pond 3A / Section B-B 25 9 2.78 

Pond 3B North / Section A-A 25 10 4.62 

Pond 3B South / Section H2-H2 20 4 1.59 

Pond 3B South / Section K2-K2 25  10 3.07 

Table 7.5: HWS Recommended Ash Pond Operating Conditions 

Ash Pond Designation 

Maximum* 

Operating Pool 

Elevation  

(feet) 

Minimum Pond 

Floor Elevation 

after Excavation 

(feet) 

Pond 1  1078.5** 1074.0 

Pond 2  1082.0 1072.5 

Pond 3A  1082.0 1072.5 

Pond 3B North  1082.0 1072.5 

Pond 3B South  1079.5** 1074.0 
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HWS originally recommended that the maximum operating pool elevation for 

Pond 3B South be set at 1079.0 feet as shown in Table 8 of their Geotechnical 

Engineering Report (see Appendix C - Doc 1.5).  However, follow-up information 

provided by MidAmerican for final review indicates that HWS revised the 

maximum operating pool elevation to 1079.5 feet, based on calculations made 

after the results of a pond bottom survey were known.  This revision was verbally 

related to MidAmerican in December 2009.  An addendum report, which was to 

include this information along with other information, has not yet been issued. 

 

7.1.5 Liquefaction Potential 

 

Liquefaction potential analyses were performed by HWS for the perimeter dike 

that impounds the ash ponds, as briefly described in Subsection 7.1.1, with 

essential results shown in the above table.  On the basis the results of the HWS 

analyses it appears that the soils under the perimeter dike are not susceptible to 

liquefaction under a design peak horizontal ground acceleration of 0.069g. 

 

7.1.6 Critical Geological Conditions and Seismicity 

 

The ash ponds were developed on alluvial bottomlands next to the Missouri 

River.  From descriptions in the HWS Geotechnical Engineering Report, of 

review of data from original subsurface exploration completed in 1960 prior to 

development of the property, the site soil profile generally consisted of a 2- to 8-

foot thick upper cohesive layer underlain with sandy soils to significant depth.  

The upper cohesive layer was described as having relatively thin seams and beds 

of clays, lean clays, and clayey silts.  Potential critical conditions often associated 

with cohesive alluvial soils are high compressibility and low shear strength, 

particularly if they are geologically Recent deposits.  Potential critical conditions 

often associated with alluvial sands are loose or very loose relative densities and 

the potential for liquefaction and, with respect to impounding structures, high 

permeability and the potential for excessive underseepage or high exit gradients.  

From standard penetration testing in HWS’ borings and unconfined compression 

testing of relatively undisturbed samples in the laboratory, the cohesive alluvial 

foundation soils encountered typically have a medium stiff to very stiff 

consistency and do not appear to be highly compressible; the sands typically have 

a medium dense relative density, but some loose layers and, rarely, very loose 

layers were encountered.  However, the shear strength (stability), liquefaction, 

and underseepage potential issues have been addressed in HWS’ engineering 

analyses, as previously discussed. 

 

Seismicity – The site of the NNEC ash ponds is in an area of relatively low 

seismic hazard.  Based on USGS Seismic-Hazard Maps for Central and Eastern 

United States, dated 2008, the NNEC ash ponds are located in an area anticipated 

to experience 0.04g peak ground acceleration with a 2-percent probability of 
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exceedance in 50 years.  The liquefaction analyses previously discussed presumed 

a stronger earthquake. 

 

7.2 ADEQUACY OF SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 

 

The supporting technical documentation for structural stability is adequate.  The methods 

used in the slope stability, underseepage, and liquefaction potential analyses are 

acceptable.  Material properties and parameters and other assumptions used in the 

analyses appear to be reasonable and generally conservative.  No seismic stability 

analysis has been performed.  However, such analysis is not warranted for a low hazard 

potential dike in this region of low seismic hazard, when adequate safety margins exist 

under static loading conditions, as shown for the subject perimeter dike system.  In 

addition, the more critical issue of liquefaction potential of the sandy foundation soils 

was analyzed with results showing that the foundation soils are not susceptible to 

liquefaction under credible earthquake shaking. 

  

7.3 ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY 

 

Based on visual observations and review of the HWS Geotechnical Engineering Report, 

the structural stability of the perimeter dike appears adequate.  The low dike section at 

Pond 3B South occurs in an area that appears to have been in or on the margins of the 

oxbow lake, where soft compressible soils could occur or where the initial layers of 

embankment fill may have been placed in water.  The test borings made by HWS appear 

to verify the presence of such soils in the deeper part of the embankment and to a lesser 

extent in the foundation; thus, the low dike crest could potentially have been the result of 

consolidation settlement and/or possibly progressive shear failure in the soft soils, 

particularly in the lower part of the embankment.  The apparent settlement appears to 

have been a gradual phenomenon that occurred sometime during the 35-year history of 

the dike.  It likely has ceased under current gravity loading conditions and in any case is 

not the type of phenomenon that would be expected to cause sudden failure.  The 

settlement has reduced available freeboard along the subject section, but there appears to 

still be sufficient freeboard for safe and reliable operation, commensurate with the hazard 

potential.  MidAmerican has plans to restore the dike to original crest elevation.  Because 

the dike embankment will be restored to original crest elevation (not higher) and the 

clayey soil in the apparent seat of settlement has “felt” this load before, and consolidated 

under it, thereby improving its strength and compressibility characteristics, the amount of 

additional settlement under the relatively minor amount (2.1 feet) of fill to be added to 

restore the crest elevation should be minor.   

 

The outlet structure appears to be in sound and stable condition with no visual evidence 

of significant deterioration; it appears satisfactory for continued service.   

 

 
Ash Basin No. 4 

Dam - Based on 

the previous 

assessments/inspec
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and Progress 

Energy, our 
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8.0 ADEQUACY OF MAINTENANCE AND METHODS OF OPERATION 

 

8.1 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 

 

Basic operations at each of the ash ponds are outlined in Subsection 4.2.3 Current 

Operational Procedures.  Operations are also described in an Ash Pond Operation and 

Maintenance Plan (O&M Plan) recently developed by MidAmerican and submitted with 

follow-up documentation for review in this assessment.  The O&M Plan is included in 

Appendix C - Doc 1.7 for reference. 

 

Since 1980-81, when fly ash management switched to dry disposal in a nearby ash 

monofill, the amount of coal combustion residue sluiced into the ponds on an annual 

basis was substantially reduced, particularly since coal-fired Units 2 and 3 burn 

pulverized coal, which produces more fly ash than bottom ash at a ratio of approximately 

80 percent fly ash to 20 percent bottom ash on a weight basis.  (For the small capacity 

Unit 1, which burns less-fine, crushed coal, the ratio is just the opposite at 20 percent fly 

ash to 80 percent bottom ash.)  Thus the coal combustion residue currently sluiced into 

the ponds is predominantly bottom ash and economizer ash; the amount of fly ash 

currently sluiced into the ponds (Ponds 2 and 3) is approximately 20 percent of the total.  

Ash management operations at the ponds are directed mainly toward temporarily storing 

the ash deposits as they accumulate in the ponds, excavating and hauling dried ash 

deposits from filled areas to the landfill (monofill), or selling the material for beneficial 

reuse, as necessary to restore storage volume, while monitoring and maintaining water 

quality within permit limits. 

 

8.2 MAINTENANCE OF THE DAM AND PROJECT FACILITIES 

 

MidAmerican maintains the perimeter dike that encloses the ash ponds as needed.  

Maintenance operations are described in the recently developed O&M Plan (see 

Appendix C - Doc 1.7).  It appeared that the perimeter dike receives basic maintenance to 

keep trees and woody vegetation off the dike embankment.  The portions of the dike crest 

that are used for frequent vehicle traffic (e.g., access ways to landfills on southeast side of 

ponds) are maintained as roadways with granular surfacing.  (The dike crest along these 

portions is much wider than called for by original design.)  The crest along other portions 

that is closer to the design width of 10 feet (e.g., along northeast side of Pond 3B) is 

maintained with a grass cover, which had recently been mowed.  A grass/weed cover is 

typically maintained on the outside slope of the perimeter dike, which had recently been 

mowed and was in relatively good condition, except along the outside slope of the 

perimeter dike at the offset near the south corner of Pond 3A, where the slope was 

generally bare.  There was evidence in several locations on the outside slope and toe 

areas where small trees and brush had been recently removed.  The inside slope, where it 

is not covered with settled ash deposits or mounded ash, is generally maintained with a 

grass/weed cover; during ash mining operations, the inside slope may be graded and 

exposed.  No significant wave erosion was apparent on the inside slopes of the ponds 
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with water in them.  Part of the inside slope near the south corner of Pond 3A had 

recently been re-graded. 

 

The ash pond perimeter dike is generally free of erosion, although there was evidence of 

recent repairs of minor erosion using clay fill at a couple of locations on the outside 

slope.  MidAmerican personnel reported that an area of erosion occurred on the inside 

slope of the perimeter dike on the southwest side at Pond 1, near the sluice line outfall.  

The sluice line was redirected away from the upstream slope to prevent further erosion. It 

is understood from MidAmerican personnel that further investigation showed that the 

erosion was actually in ash material and had not extended into the embankment soil.  The 

eroded area was not evident at the time of the site visit; the area appeared to have been 

buttressed with bottom ash (boiler slag). 

 

The visible parts of the outlet works (including new stop-log structure and the wet well 

structure) at Pond 3B South appeared to be in very good repair.  The reconstructed inside 

slope where the new segment of outlet pipe from the new stop-log structure had been 

installed is covered with a layer of small stone, apparently for protection of the new soil 

fill surface from erosion by wave action and surface runoff.  The visible parts (inlet and 

outlet ends) of the culverts along the outlet channel and at the outfall to the Missouri 

River appeared to be in good repair. 

 

Outside of routine maintenance, MidAmerican plans to repair the low perimeter dike 

embankment around much of Pond 3B South by placing compacted fill to raise the 

embankment back up to the design crest elevation of 1085 feet, as recommended by 

HWS.  In addition, MidAmerican plans to implement remedial action recommended by 

HWS to repair holes in the outside slope surface on the northeast side near east corner of 

Pond 3B North, apparently caused by seepage erosion of silty and/or sandy embankment 

soils at that location.  Laboratory “crumb” tests performed in HWS’ geotechnical study 

indicated that the tested soils were not dispersive, but an HWS geotechnical engineer is to 

observe the repair operation, further assess the nature and type of soils used in the 

original embankment construction, and determine the extent of dike reconstruction 

required in this area. 

 

8.3 ASSESSMENT OF MAINTENANCE AND METHODS OF OPERATION 

 

8.3.1 Adequacy of Operational Procedures 

 

Current operational procedures at the ash ponds appear to be appropriate and 

adequate.  The maximum operating pool elevations and minimum pond floor 

elevations recommended by HWS (see Table 7.5) should be observed. 
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8.3.2 Adequacy of Maintenance 

 

No major maintenance issues were observed during the site visit.  Current 

maintenance of the perimeter dike and outlet works appears to be generally 

adequate.  The bare outside slope of the perimeter dike at the offset near the south 

corner of Pond 3A should be protected by establishing a healthy stand of grass, or 

by placing a layer of small stone or riprap if the soil is too “droughty” to support a 

good grass cover. 
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9.0 SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING PROGRAM 

 

 

9.1 SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURES 

 

Initial understanding of surveillance procedures was that MidAmerican NNEC operating 

personnel inspected the perimeter dike system containing the ash ponds and the outlet 

works once per quarter.  Documentation of these quarterly inspections through the use of 

a checklist form had recently been started.  The checklist form is very similar to the 

checklist form used for field observations made in this assessment and included in 

Appendix B.  Informal observations of conditions in and around the ash ponds were made 

by both operating and security personnel during the course of daily operations. 

 

Since initial review, MidAmerican prepared the Ash Pond Operation and Maintenance 

Plan (O&M Plan) dated February 21, 2011, which includes a formal program of 

inspections and record keeping for the NNEC ash pond dikes.  The O&M Plan was 

submitted with follow-up documentation for review in this assessment (see Appendix C - 

Doc 1.7). 

 

The inspection program includes the following: 

 

 Weekly operational inspections typically by members of the Environmental 

Health and Services (EHS) department.  These inspections involve visual drive-

around inspection of the dikes and recording of staff gauge, weir, and culvert data 

and other observations on a weekly inspection form (included in Appendix A of 

the O&M Plan). 

 Monthly operational inspections by a member of the EHS department.  These 

inspections involve driving around the perimeter of the dikes and checking listed 

items, such as cracks or settlement in the top of the dikes or erosion on the slopes, 

and pond elevations, and recording discharge elevations, using a monthly 

checklist form (included in Appendix B of the O&M Plan). 

 Annual operational inspections by a member of the EHS department and an 

engineer familiar with dikes and the associated engineering data.  These 

inspections are more detailed inspections involving both driving and walking 

inspections of the dikes and completion of the annual inspection form (included in 

Appendix C of the O&M Plan). 

 Five-year inspections conducted by a licensed professional engineer experienced 

in dam design and construction.  These inspections involve thorough evaluation of 

structural and hydraulic conditions of the dikes and interior inspection of the 

outlet structure.  Though not specifically stated, it is presumed that these 

inspections will be conducted by third-party consultants and will include 

systematic visual observations of the dikes and outlet works, as well as a written 

inspection report presenting the inspection observations and including evaluation 

and recommendations. 
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It is noted that the O&M Plan indicates a retention time of 3 years (minimum) for records 

of inspections, maintenance logs, and other supporting documentation.   

 

9.2 INSTRUMENTATION MONITORING 

 

9.2.1 Instrumentation Plan 

 

There is no permanent dam performance monitoring instrumentation in place in 

the perimeter dike embankments containing the ash ponds.  A staff gauge has 

been installed on the steel baffle at the overflow structure to measure the water 

surface elevation in Pond 3B South.  MEC plans to install a fixed staff gage in 

Pond 1 to allow visual monitoring to verify that the water level stays below the 

maximum water elevation of 1078.5 recommended in the HWS Geotechnical 

Engineering Report.  (MidAmerican has indicated that the staff gage will be 

installed by July 31, 2011.) 

 

9.2.2 Instrumentation Monitoring Results 

 

There are no permanent dam performance monitoring instruments and, thus, no 

results of dam monitoring.   

 

9.2.3 Dam Performance Data Evaluation 

 

Not applicable, since there are no permanent dam performance instruments.   
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9.3 ASSESSMENT OF SURVEILLANCE AND MONITORING PROGRAM 

 

9.3.1 Adequacy of Inspection Program 

 

The recently developed inspection program for the NNEC ash pond dikes, as 

presented in MidAmerican’s Ash Pond Operation and Maintenance Plan dated 

February 21, 2011 (see Appendix C - Doc 1.7), overall is adequate.  However, the 

retention time for inspection records, etc. should be 5 years (rather than 3), or as 

needed to be available for review during the 5-year engineering inspections. 

 

9.3.2 Adequacy of Instrumentation Monitoring Program 

 

There is no permanent dam performance monitoring instrumentation in place at 

the perimeter dike around the ash ponds.  With exception of the lower than design  

crest elevation on the perimeter dike around much of Pond 3B South, there appear 

to be no other significant problem or suspect conditions observed in the field that 

might be reason for installation of permanent or temporary dam performance 

instrumentation.   

 

As previously mentioned, MidAmerican plans to raise the low dike section at 

Pond 3B South back up to original crest elevation 1085 feet, which will require as 

much as 2.1 feet of fill above the low point on the crest.  After the dike is raised 

back up to the design elevation, it would be prudent to install at least two 

temporary elevation monuments, one on the crest and one at the outside toe of the 

section where the lowest crest elevation occurred, and take elevations on the 

monuments monthly for 6 months after the initial elevation measurements, to 

assess whether settlement or subsidence re-initiates or continues after addition of 

the fill to finished grade; the monument at the toe would serve to check for heave 

in case of shear failure, although heave may not show in a progressive failure.  

Additionally, since the lowest dike section occurs near the outlet structure and 

because rejuvenated movement of the embankment earth fill could potentially 

have some impact on the outlet pipe if large movements or displacements occur, 

the elevation monitoring after restoring the dike crest elevation is considered a 

reasonable precaution.  After 6 months the monitoring data would be assessed to 

determine if monitoring should continue for further evaluation or be terminated.  

For reasons previously discussed in Section 7.3 Assessment of Structural 

Stability, there likely will be no need to continue the monitoring after six months.   
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EXHIBIT 1:  REPRESENTATIVE DESIGN SECTION OF POND 1 PERIMETER DIKE 

EMBANKMENT 
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EXHIBIT 2:  REPRESENTATIVE DESIGN SECTION OF POND 2 PERIMETER DIKE 

     EMBANKMENT 
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EXHIBIT 3:  OUTLET STRUCTURE LAYOUT PLAN 
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EXHIBIT 4:  OUTLET STRUCTURE SECTION VIEW 
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APPENDIX A 

 

SITE VISIT PHOTOS 
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Photo 1.2

Pond 1  dike crest and inside slope (NW side viewed NE)

Photo 1.1

Pond 1  discharge of bottom ash (only 1.5 hr/day inflow)

Photo 1.4

Pond 1  dike inside slope (SW side viewed SE) 

-mounded ash is in area of former erosion

Photo 1.3

Pond 1  dike outside slope  (NW side viewed N) and

flow splitting structure to Pond 1 and Pond 2
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Photo 1.6

Pond 1  dike outside slope (SW side viewed SE)-note berm

Photo 1.5

Pond 1 dike outside slope (SW side viewed SE)-note berm

Photo 1.8

Pond 1  dike inside slope (SW side viewed NW)

Photo 1.7

Pond 1  dike outside slope (SW side viewed SE)



Photo 1.10

Pond 1  dike outside slope (SW side viewed NE)-note berm

Photo 1.9

Pond 1  shallow water inside pond (SW to NE view)
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Photo 1.12

Pond 1  dike inside slope (SW side viewed NW)

Photo 1.11

Pond 1  dike outside slope (SE side viewed NE)



Photo 1.14

Pond 1  dike inside slope and pond (SE side viewed NE)

Photo 1.13

Pond 1 toe road over outfall structure (SE side viewed S)

Photo 1.16

Pond 1  cross dike inside slope and crest (NE side viewed N)

Photo 1.15

Pond 1  dike inside slope (SE side viewed SW)
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Photo 2.2

Pond 2  channel through ash from discharge lines 

Photo 2.1

Pond 2 NW inside access road to NE cross dike (viewed SW)

Photo 2.4

Pond 2  ash sluice and drainage discharge pipes to pond

Photo 2.3

Pond 2   dike crest (NW side viewed NE)  
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Photo 2.6

Pond 2  dike crest  (SE side viewed NE)

Photo 2.5

Pond 2/ Pond 1  dike crest (NW side viewed SW)

Photo 2.8

Pond 2  dike outside slope and outlet channel (SE side 

viewed SW from fill ramp to landfill)

Photo 2.7

Pond 2  dike outside slope and outlet channel (SE side 

viewed NE from fill ramp to landfill)



Photo 2.10

Pond 3A  dike outside slope (SW segment viewed SE)

Photo 2.9

Pond 2  dike outside toe area (SE side viewed NE)

Photo 2.12

Pond 3A  dike outside slope  (SW segment viewed SE)

-note erosion repair area

Photo 2.11

Pond 2   dike outside slope  (SE side viewed SW) 
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Photo 2.14

Pond 2  cross dike inside slope (NE side viewed NE)-culverts  

Photo 2.13

Pond 2   northeast area  (viewed SE)

Photo 2.16

Pond 2   Fly Ash deposits  form rock layers at discharge

Photo 2.15

Pond 2  ash sluice discharge pipe



Photo 3.4

Pond 3B South  dike crest and outside slope (S side viewed 

SW)

Photo 3.3

Pond 3B South  dike outside slope (S side viewed NE)              

-note erosion repair
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Photo 3.2

Pond 3B South  dike crest and inside slope (S side viewed NE)

Photo 3.1

Pond 3B South  cross dike inside slope and outfall from Pond 

3A (SW side viewed SW)



Photo 3.8

Pond 3B North  dike outside slope (NE side viewed SE) 

-note erosion holes

Photo 3.7

Pond 3B South  dike inside slope (NE side viewed N)
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Photo 3.6

Pond 3B South  dike crest and inside slope (S side viewed SW)

Photo 3.5

Pond 3B South  dike inside slope (S side viewed NE) –low crest



Photo 3.10

Pond 3B North   dike crest  and inside slope (NE side viewed NW)
Photo 3.9

Pond 3B South  dike outside slope (NE side viewed NW)

Photo 3.12

Pond 3B North   cross dike inside slope (SE side viewed S)

Photo 3.11

Pond 3B North  crest and cross dike inside slope                   

(SE side viewed SW)
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Photo 3.14

Pond 3B North  dike outside slope (NE side viewed SE)

Photo 3.13

Pond 3B North  dike inside slope (NE side viewed SE)

Photo 3.16

Pond 3B North  dike outside slope (NW side viewed SW)

Photo 3.15

Pond 3B North  dike outside slope (NE side viewed NW)
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Photo 3.18

Pond 3B North  pond area and discharge pipe (viewed SE)

Photo 3.17

Pond 3B North  dike crest and outside slope (NW side viewed SW)

Photo 3.20

Pond 3A  Interior pond (viewed SE)

Photo 3.19

Pond 3A  dike crest and outside slope (NW side viewed SE)

-note linear ash mound on inside edge of crest
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Photo 3.22

Pond 3A  dike crest  (NW side viewed SW)

Photo 3.21

Pond 3A   dike crest (NW side viewed SW)

Photo 3.24

Pond 3A  pond area (viewed NE)

-note solidified fly ash

Photo 3.23

Pond 3A  outside toe area (NW side viewed NE)
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Photo 3.26

Pond 3A  dike crest (S side viewed E)

Photo 3.25

Pond 3A  dike inside slope (S side viewed E)
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Photo 3.28

Pond 3A  dike inside slope (S side viewed SE)

Photo 3.27

Pond 3A  dike outside swale (S side viewed E)
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Photo 3.32

Pond 3A  ash sluice discharge pipe infrequently used

Photo 3.31

C-Stone deposit within Pond 3A

Photo 3.30

Pond 3A   pond area viewed E toward NE cross dike

Photo 3.29

Pond 2  cross dike crest (NE side viewed NW)



Photo 4.2

Pond 3B South    Skimmer Box with staff gauge

Photo 4.1

Pond 3B South   Stop-log Structure 

Photo 4.4

Pond 3B South    Wet Well Structure CO2 applied

Photo 4.3

Pond 3B South    Stop-log Structure adjustable weir
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Photo 4.6

Channel from oxbow lake to Inlet End of 48” RCP Culvert 

Photo 4.5

Outlet Pipe connects underground to 48” RCP, next to landfill

Photo 4.8

Inlet End of 48” RCP Culvert 

-screen to block animals and debris

Photo 4.7

Inlet End of 48” RCP Culvert  

-cage to stop beaver activity
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Photo 4.10

Close up of Outlet End of 48” RCP Culvert 

Photo 4.9

Outlet End of 48” RCP Culvert adjacent to landfill

Photo 4.12

Final Outfall Structure discharges to Missouri River

Photo 4.11

Outlet End of 48” Aluminum CMP Culvert in Discharge 

Channel
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Photo 4.14

Final Outfall Structure 48” RCP to Missouri River 

Photo 4.13

Final Outfall Structure Rectangular Weir  3’x3’ opening

Photo 4.15

Pond 3B South  cross dike inside slope with emergency high 

overflow pipe (SW side viewed NW)
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SURFACE IMPOUNDMENTS FIELD OBSERVATION CHECKLIST
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Coal Combustion Dam Site Observation Checklist Form    Protection Agency 

 

1 

 

Check the appropriate box below.  Provide comments when appropriate.  If not applicable or not available, record "N/A".  
Any unusual conditions or construction practices that should be noted in the comments section.  For large diked 
embankments, separate checklists may be used for different embankment areas. If separate forms are used, identify 
approximate area that the form applies to in comments.                  
 

 Yes No  Yes No 

1. Frequency of Company's Dam Inspections?  Quarterly1  18. Sloughing or bulging on slopes?   X 

2. Pool elevation (ft, provided)?    1076.52  19. Major erosion or slope deterioration?   X7 

3. Decant inlet elevation (operator records)?  TBP3  20. Decant Pipes:    

4. Open channel spillway elevation (operator records)?  X4        Is water entering inlet, but not exiting outlet?   X 

5. Lowest dam crest elevation (operator records)?  1082.95        Is water exiting outlet, but not entering inlet?   X 

6. If instrumentation is present, are readings recorded 
(operator records)?  

 n/a       Is water exiting outlet flowing clear?  X  

7. Is the embankment currently under construction?   X  
21. Seepage (specify location, if seepage carries 
fines, and approximate seepage rate below):  

  

8. Foundation preparation (remove vegetation, stumps, 
topsoil in area where embankment fill will be placed)?  

 n/a      From underdrain?   n/a 

9. Trees growing on embankment? (If so, indicate         
largest diameter below) 

 X6      At isolated points on embankment slopes?   X 

10. Cracks or scarps on crest?   X      At natural hillside in the embankment area?   X 

11. Is there significant settlement along the crest?   X      Over widespread areas?   X 

12. Are decant trashracks clear and in place?   n/a      From downstream foundation area?   X 

13. Depressions or sinkholes in tailings surface or whirlpool 
in the pool area?  

 X      "Boils" beneath stream or ponded water?   X 

14. Clogged spillways, groin or diversion ditches?  X       Around the outside of the decant pipe?   n/a 

15. Are spillway or ditch linings deteriorated?   X 
22. Surface movements in valley bottom or on 
hillside?  

 X 

16. Are outlets of decant or underdrains blocked?   X 23. Water against downstream toe?   X 

17. Cracks or scarps on slopes?   X 
24. Were Photos taken during the dam 
inspection?  

X  

Major adverse changes in these items could cause instability and should be reported  for further evaluation.  Adverse conditions noted in these items should 
normally be described (extent, location, volume, etc.) in the space below and on the back of this sheet.  

 

Issue #  Comments 

 TBP – to be provided      n/a – not applicable or not a feature 

1 
MidAmerican also conducts internal inspections and informal daily inspections over the course of the year by plant 
and security personnel. 

2 
The polishing pond (called 3B South) elevation was 1076.5 feet at the time of the site visit. The two connected 
adjacent ponds were at 1080.4 feet (Pond 3B North, active side) and 1080.9 feet (Pond 3A). The ponds are 
interconnected by culverts and are all within a perimeter berm noted by this checklist. 

3 
During the visit the elevation was 1076.5 in the polishing pond. The pond elevation can be adjusted with an 
adjustable weir. The pond had recently been lowered approximately 3.0 feet below the 1079.5-foot summer 
operating level. 

Site Name: 
Neal North Energy 

Center  
Date: September 16, 2010 

Unit Name: 
Contiguous Ponds 

Units 1,2,3 Operator's Name: 
MidAmerican Energy 

Company 

Unit I.D.:  Hazard Potential Classification: High  Significant  Low  

Inspector's Name: Frederic C. Tucker and Mark Hoskins 
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Issue #  Comments 

4 
The outflow swale discharges into a 6’x4’ concrete box weir, then 48”RCP, then swale, then another 48”RCP, then 
discharged to the Missouri River. The upstream weir invert is 1070 feet and the Missouri River elevation is 1055.7 
feet. The flow distance is about 3300 LF making the average slope approximately 0.4 percent.  

5 
The exterior perimeter berm elevation is constant at 1085 excepting for several section including an area along the 
Polishing pond (Pond 3B) adjacent to the ox-bow pond.  This lower section is at elevation 1082.9 and portions at 
elevation 1084.0.  MidAmerican is planning to raise these portions of the berm in the near future.  

6 Trees were recently removed from several berm locations. 

7 
Portions of the perimeter berm are steep (east and south side of the perimeter berm) and will require slope re-
grading and establishment of suitable vegetative cover.   
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Coal Combustion Waste (CCW) 

Impoundment Inspection 

Impoundment NPDES Permit IA0004103 INSPECTOR 
Frederic C. Tucker and Mark 
Hoskins 

Date Permit Expired March 31, 2003 

Impoundment Name Ponds - L#1,2,3-North 

Impoundment Company MidAmerican Energy Company 

EPA Region 7 

State Agency 

(Field Office) Address 

Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 401 SW 7th, Suite I  

Des Moines, IA 50309 

Name of Impoundment L#1,2,3-North 

(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES Permit number) 

 

New         Update     

  Yes No 

Is impoundment currently under construction?   

Is water or ccw currently being pumped into the impoundment?                                                    
 

 

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: 

To impound fly ash, bottom ash, mill rejects and boiler slag.  Other 

permitted materials include ash transport water, boiler blowdown, floor 

drain wastewater, stormwater runoff (immediate adjacent) ash hopper 

water, bearing cooler water, seal water and air conditioning cooling 

water  

Nearest Downstream Town Name: Salix, Iowa  

Distance from the impoundment: 4 miles 

Location: 

Latitude  42 Degrees 19 Minutes 21.7164 Seconds N 

Longitude  -96 Degrees 22 Minutes 1.84 Seconds W 

State Iowa County Woodbury County 

  Yes No 

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment?     

If So Which State Agency? Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
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HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the following would occur): 

 LESS THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or 

misoperation of the dam results in no probable loss of human life or 

economic or environmental losses. 

 

 LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard 

potential classification are those where failure or misoperation results in 

no probable loss of human life and low economic and/or environmental 

losses.  Losses are principally limited to the owner’s property. 

 

 SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the 

significant hazard potential classification are those dams where failure 

or misoperation results in no probable loss of human life but can cause 

economic loss, environmental damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, 

or can impact other concerns. Significant hazard potential classification 

dams are often located in predominantly rural or agricultural areas but 

could be located in areas with population and significant infrastructure. 

 

 HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard 

potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will 

probably cause loss of human life. 

 
 

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN: 

 

Complete failure of the perimeter dike embankment at practically any location on the perimeter, 

could potentially release some bottom ash which may reach the Missouri River, which could cause 
minor environmental damage. It was observed that fly ash in the ponds has set-up into a shale-like 

material, which probably would not be as mobile as bottom ash under the action of water flowing 

through a breach.   
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CONFIGURATION: 

 
 

  Cross-Valley     Side-Hill     Diked 

  Incised (form completion optional)    Combination Incised/Diked 

Total Pond Area (ac)   115.1    (Ponds 1, 2A, 3B North and 3B South) 

   Pond 1 (dry) 

Embankment Height (ft) 1085.0 Embankment Material Silty Clay (from borings) 

Pool Area (ac)  12.1 Liner None 

Current Freeboard (ft) n/a (dry) Liner Permeability n/a 

       Pond 2A and 3A 

Embankment Height (ft) 1085.0 Embankment Material Silty Clay (from borings) 

Pool Area (ac)  63.6 Liner None 

Current Freeboard (ft) 4.1  Liner Permeability n/a 

      Pond 3B   Pond 3B 

       North        South 

Embankment Height (ft) 1085.0         1082.9 Embank. Material Silty Clay (from borings) 

Pool Area (ac)  24.8              14.6         Liner None 

Current Freeboard (ft) 4.6                 6.4 Liner Permeability n/a 
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TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply) 

 Open Channel Spillway 

 
Trapezoidal 

 
Triangular 

 
Rectangular 

 
Irregular 

 
depth (ft)  4.0  

 
Ave. bottom width (ft)  6.0 

 
top width (ft) 

  

 Outlet 

48” inside diameter  

 

Material  

 corrugated metal 

 welded steel 

 Concrete 

 plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.) 

 other (specify): 
 

 Yes No 

Is water flowing through the outlet?        

 No Outlet  

 
Other Type of Outlet  

      (specify): 

 

 

The Impoundment was Designed By: Ebasco Services Inc.,  New York  
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 Yes No  

Has there ever been a failure at this site?     

If So When?   

If So Please Describe : 
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 Yes No  

Has there ever been significant seepages 

at this site?  
   

If So When?   

If So Please Describe : 
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 Yes No 

Has there ever been any measures undertaken to 

monitor/lower Phreatic water table levels based 

on past seepages or breaches  

at this site?  

 

  

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw 

pumping,...)? 

  

 

If So Please Describe :   
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ADDITIONAL INSPECTION QUESTIONS  

Concerning the embankment foundation, was the embankment construction built over wet ash, slag, or 

other unsuitable materials?  If there is no information just note that.   

There is no available information that implies that the dike embankments were built on unsuitable material. 
Many of the June 2009 HWS geotechnical report borings show natural-ground sandy silt below the perimeter 

berm.  

 

 

Did the dam assessor meet with, or have documentation from, the design Engineer-of-Record concerning 

the foundation preparation?  

The design Engineer-of-Record was not present during the site visit.  

From the site visit or from photographic documentation, was there evidence of prior releases, failures, 

or patchwork on the dikes?  

No evidence of prior releases or significant past repairs were noted in the site visit.  
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REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

 

Doc 1.1:  George Neal North Energy Center Google Map Aerial (5-Mile Radius) 

Doc 1.2:  George Neal North Energy Center Aerial Map  

Doc 1.3:  Unit Train & Ash Dike Plan & Sections (Original)  

Doc 1.4:  Unit Train & Ash Dike Plan & Details (Original)  

Doc 1.5:  HWS Geotechnical Report 

Doc 1.6:  NPDES Permit 

Doc 1.7:  Ash Pond Operation and Maintenance Plan 
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DOC 1.3 UNIT TRAIN & ASH DIKE PLAN & SECTIONS (ORIGINAL)
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DOC 1.4 UNIT TRAIN & ASH DIKE SECTIONS & DETAILS (ORIGINAL) 
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Jeff Schultzen, Senior Environmental Coordinator 

Sam Nelson, Manager – Environmental Health and Services 
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Section 1.0 General Information 

1.1. Purpose / Plan Overview 

This plan provides guidance on evaluating berm safety, berm integrity and performing berm 

inspections on the Neal North Energy Center ash pond system.  The plan also provides guidance 

on identifying and reporting berm deficiencies and issues that are noted during inspections. 

The purpose of this plan is to ensure all aspects of berm management are covered including; who 

will be performing the inspections, how are they performed and what to do when deficiencies are 

noted.

1.2 Safety 

Inspection of the berms and ponds requires activities posing potential safety hazards to personnel 

involved.  At no time should inspection activities take precedent over personal safety. 

The banks of the roads used to access the ash pond area have steep slopes.  Employees driving 

on the berm access road should keep their eyes on the road way when driving and come to a 

complete stop prior to conducting any inspections of the ponds and berms.  Slippery conditions, 

tripping hazards and holes may exist around the pond when walking the toe and banks of the 

berm.  These conditions warrant caution when conducting inspection activities. 

Winter Weather conditions can also pose other safety hazards as well.  At times, heavy 

precipitation, extremely cold temperatures and dangerous wind chills can all pose a threat when 

out in the ash pond area.  Access roads may become drifted with snow, causing difficult driving 

conditions.  Snow cover can also blanket the road making it difficult to determine where the road 

ends and ash pond begins.  Extreme temperatures and wind chills can also be very dangerous if 

plant personnel become stranded in the pond area.  A good safety measure to use when 

completing inspections in the winter is to take some form of communication device with you 

including but not limited to; cell phones or radios. 

1.3 Environmental 

When operating vehicles on unpaved roads all employees share the responsibility for regulatory 

compliance and procedural conformance concerning fugitive dust emissions.  When operating 

vehicles on unpaved roads, observe plant speed limits and check for fugitive dust emissions.  If 

fugitive dust emissions are observed, reduce speed.  If conditions warrant, contact Headwaters 

Inc. (Appendix E) to spray water on roads to control fugitive dust. 
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1.4 Definitions 

Upstream Slope (Inner Face) - inclined surface of the dam that is in contact with the reservoir.  

The upstream slope of an embankment dam must be protected from the erosive action of waves.  

Erosion protection may include vegetation, the placement of riprap or some other slope 

protection material, or the configuration of the slope.

Downstream Slope (Outer Face) - inclined surface of the dam away from the reservoir.  The 

downstream slope also requires some form of protection from the erosive effects of surface 

runoff.  Grass or rock is often used for erosion protection on the downstream slope.

Crest and Shoulders - top surface of the dam.  A roadway is often established across the crest 

for traffic or to facilitate dam operation, inspection and maintenance. Shoulders are the 

intersection of the crest with the upstream and downstream slopes. 

Downstream Toe (Outer Toe) - junction of the downstream slope of the dam with the ground 

surface.

Abutment - part of the valley side against which the dam is constructed.  The contact between 

the abutment and the embankment slope is called the embankment-abutment contact.

Embankment-abutment contacts are also referred to as groins.

Reservoir - body of water impounded by a dam. 

Outlet Works - structures through which normal reservoir releases are made. Outlet works can 

also be used to drain the reservoir.  Outlet works can either be conduits which pass through the 

embankment or its foundation, or tunnels which are excavated through abutment rock.  

Cracks - indicate a differential movement of the berm.  Settlement of an earthen embankment 

indicates either the loss of material from the embankment, or additional compression of the 

embankment or foundation materials.  Both conditions are indicators of embankment instability.   

Transverse cracks - appear across the embankment and indicate differential settlement within 

the embankment. Such cracks provide avenues for seepage water and piping could develop 

quickly.

Longitudinal cracks - parallel to the embankment and may signal the early stages of a slide or 

slump on either face of the embankment. In recently built structures, these cracks may indicate 

inadequate compaction of the embankment during construction.

Sinkholes - formed when the removal of subsurface embankment or foundation material causes 

overlying material to collapse into the resulting void. The presence of a sinkhole may indicate 

that material is being or has been transported out of the dam or foundation through the process of 

internal erosion or piping. The decomposition of buried wood or other vegetative matter, and 

animal burrows can also cause sinkholes. 
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Depression - a form of settlement in the embankment or foundation that is less serious than a 

sinkhole.  Depressions are caused by erosion, wave action against the upstream slope that 

removes embankment fines or bedding from beneath riprap, localized settlement in the 

embankment due to poor compaction or foundation due to compressible materials and loss of 

sub-surface material through the decay of vegetative matter, or through internal erosion or 

piping.

Slides / slumps - A massive slide can initiate catastrophic failure of a berm. Slides can be 

detected easily unless obscured by tall vegetation. Arc-shaped cracks are indications that a slide 

or slump is beginning. These cracks soon develop into a large scarp in the slope at the top of the 

slide.

Settlement - occurs both during construction and after the embankment has been completed and 

placed in service. To a certain degree, this is normal and should be expected. It is usually most 

pronounced at locations of maximum foundation depth or embankment height. Excessive 

settlement will reduce the freeboard (the difference in elevation between the water surface and 

the top of the dam) and may increase the probability of overtopping.  A bulge in the embankment 

indicates that settlement has occurred.   

Erosion - a natural process of continual forces that wear down surfaces or structures. Erosion 

can be caused or aggravated by improper drainage, settlement, pedestrian traffic, inadequate 

vegetation, animal burrows, or other factors. The cause of the erosion will have a direct bearing 

on the type of repair needed. Erosion in and around dams can lead to failure of a dam if left 

untreated.  Erosion areas should be documented with stakes and photographs.  There are two 

types of erosion beaching and surface runoff. 

Wave Action Erosion (Beaching): Wave action erosion causes the removal of a portion of the 

upstream slope of the embankment. When this occurs, embankment material is deposited farther 

down the slope. In this form of erosion, the slope protection (i.e., riprap or vegetative cover) and 

underlying material are removed. A relatively flat beach area with a steep back slope or scarp is 

formed. On smaller dams, wave action erosion could lessen the width of the embankment, 

possibly leading to increased seepage, instability, or overtopping of the dam. Ice action on the 

upstream slope can also lead to the removal or displacement of the slope protection.  

Surface runoff erosion: is one of the most common maintenance problems of embankment 

structures. Bald areas or areas where the protective cover is sparse are more susceptible to 

surface runoff erosion problems.  The worst damage from surface runoff is manifested by the 

development of deep erosion gullies on the slopes, both at the groins and in the central portion of the dam.

Riprap - is broken rock or boulders placed on the upstream and downstream slopes of 

embankment dams. Riprap provides protection from erosion caused by wind or wave action, 

surface runoff erosion, and wind scour.  Properly designed upstream riprap slope protection is 

made up of at least two layers of material:  
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Seeps – occur when water from impoundment flows through embankment / berm and exits the 

downstream side of the berm. 

Piping - occurs when reservoir water moving through the pores of the dam or foundation soil 

(i.e., seepage) exerts attractive force on the soil particles through which it is flowing, sufficient to 

remove them at the seepage exit point. In a piping failure, the pipe continually enlarges as 

erosion removes soil adjacent to the pipe. Usually the overlying embankment eventually 

collapses causing a breach of the dam. 

Sand boil is the circulation of fine cohesion less superficial soil in a “boiling action” due to high 

seepage exit velocity. Sand boils may indicate that piping is occurring. If exiting seepage is 

cloudy or turbid, it is an indication that fines are being removed with the exiting seepage. The 

formation of a deposition cone around the seepage exit or sand boil is further indication that 

piping is taking place.

Ruts – cuts developed in crest of berm, typically from vehicle traffic over wet surfaces.  Water 

collected in ruts may cause localized saturation thereby weakening the embankment. 
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Section 2.0 Ash Pond System Description

The Neal North ash pond system consists of four different ash ponds.  Ash disposal unit 1 (Neal 

1 Slag Pond) consist of only Neal 1 bottom ash.  No other waste stream flows into this pond.  It 

should be noted that there is rarely any standing water in this pond except for periods of heavy 

rainfall.  This pond does not have a discharge point. 

Ash disposal units 2, 3A and 3B make up the other portion of the ash pond system.  These ponds 

are all interconnected and have a common discharge point which is located in ash disposal unit 

3B (See Appendix D).  Flyash from Unit 1 and flyash/ bottom ash from Unit 2 is discharged into 

ash disposal unit 2 along with the plant site drain wastewater.  The water flows by gravity to ash 

disposal unit 3A and then to 3B where it commingles with flyash and bottom ash sluice water 

from Unit 3. All wastewater is discharged through Outfall 003 of the Neal North NPDES permit 

# 9700102. 

There are two separate berm structures that shall be inspected.  Pond unit 1 is a separate berm 

structure.  Pond unit 2 consists of ash disposal units 2, 3A and 3B and is considered to have one 

outer berm structure.  There are several internal berm structures within pond unit 2 to assist with 

the operations of the pond unit.

Freeboard – See Pond Height Elevation Sheet in Appendix F for maximum pond height 

operating elevation. A vertical freeboard of three feet above the water level is essential to prevent 

overflow from an extreme rainfall.

If the operating water level is greater than the maximum operating height, check the outlet pipe 

for any blockage and notify the shift supervisor immediately.
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Section 3.0 Pond Management / Operation 

3.1 Fly Ash Disposal Pond Containment Assessment 

HWS Consulting Group (HWS) of Lincoln, Nebraska was contracted by MidAmerican Energy 

Company (MidAmerican) to conduct a geotechnical investigation and analysis of the Neal North 

fly ash disposal pond containment structures.  The geotechnical field exploration, laboratory soils 

testing, analysis, and assessment included the following: 

1. Review of original design plans and project specification that were developed between 

1960 and 1975 and made available to HWS. 

2. Performing field survey to establish current configuration of dikes at potential assessment 

locations. 

3. Geotechnical exploration and laboratory soils testing. 

4. Presenting slope stability, seepage failure, and liquefaction analyses findings. 

5. Consultation with MidAmerican Energy engineering personnel to assess the operating 

conditions such as maximum pool elevations and fly ash containment heights for all three 

units’ ponds. 

6. Discussion on the condition of the existing dikes and recommended berm remedial 

measures. 

7. Recommendations for satisfactory future operation of the ash pond dike system. 

Field work for the evaluation was completed in late April and early June 2009. 

MidAmerican requested that HWS complete the evaluation of the ponds using standard industry 

techniques and specifically provide the safe operating conditions, primarily pool elevation, for 

each area of the pond system based upon current site conditions.   With the original top elevation 

of the ash pond dikes at 1085 feet it was considered reasonable to operate the ponds as high at 

1082 feet allowing 3 foot of freeboard.  If the safe pool elevation is less than 1082 feet based 

upon current site conditions, HWS was to provide recommendations for the specific areas that 

would safely allow operation at a pool elevation of 1082. 

The final geotechnical report was issued by HWS on September 10, 2009.  A summary of the 

current site operation conditions is as follows: 

Ash Disposal Unit 

Number 

Maximum Operating Pool 

Elevation (ft) 

Minimum Unit Floor Elevation after 

Excavation 

1 1078.5 1074 

2 1082 1072.5 

3A 1082 1072.5 

3B - North 1082 1072.5 

3B - South 1079.5 1074 
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These numbers are the basis for the maximum pond elevations and maximum excavation depths 

discussed in the following sections.  Recommendations for increasing the pool elevations in the 

ponds currently limited below 1082 feet are currently under engineering review. 

3.2 Pond Inventory 

As discussed in the previous section, Neal 1, 2, and 3 all discharge ash sluice water and ash to 

the ash pond system.  All of the Neal 1 ash is sluiced to the ash ponds. For Neal Unit 2 and Unit 

3 only the bottom ash and economizer ash is sluiced to the ponds.  Although there is a back-up 

system that can sluice the fly ash to the ash ponds, the majority of fly ash is collected dry from 

the precipitator and stored in the dry fly ash silo for sale for beneficial use. 

For Unit 1 all of the ash generated is handled wet and sluiced to the ash ponds.  The bottom ash 

or slag is sluiced to the Neal 1 pond.  The amount of slag transferred to the pond is 

approximately 80% of the total of the ash which is approximately 20,000 tons per year.  Neal 1 is 

a cyclone fired boiler and as a result the majority of the ash is produced as slag.  The remaining 

20% or 5,000 tons per year is produced as economizer and fly ash and is sluiced wet to the 

western portion of the Neal 2 pond. 

Neal Unit 2 and Unit 3 are both pulverized coal fired boilers.  Ash production from a pulverized 

coal boiler generally results in the fly ash produced to be approximately 80% with the 

economizer ash and bottom ash making up the remaining 20%.  Both Unit 2 and Unit 3 were 

retrofitted with dry fly ash handling systems in the early 1980s.  The wet fly ash system for each 

unit was left in place and is available as a backup for the dry fly ash system.  On average Neal 2 

generates about 10,000 tons of bottom ash and economizer ash that is sluiced to the ash ponds.

Normally Neal 3 generates about 25,000 tons of bottom ash and economizer ash that is sluiced to 

the ash ponds.   Both the Neal 2 and Neal 3 numbers contain a small amount of fly ash that is 

discharged to the ash ponds when the wet fly ash system is used during unit restart or as a back 

up to the dry fly ash system.  The total ash discharged to the ash ponds is approximately 60,000 

tons per year. 

Since the ponds have a limited capacity, some sections of the ash ponds are excavated annually 

while some other areas of the ponds are excavated approximately every 2 to 3 years.  The 

contract that MidAmerican Energy has with the current ash marketing company requires that an 

inventory of the ash ponds be kept and the ash marketing vendor is required to maintain the ash 

pond inventory at the same level it was at the time of contract signing.  A spreadsheet is used to 

track the pond inventory.  Input data to the spreadsheet includes all of the scale data provided by 

the ash marketing vendor for selling and disposal of ash products.  The total tons of ash produced 

is calculated by multiplying the total tons coal burned by the ash content on a monthly basis.  

The sum of the ash products sold and disposed is then subtracted from the total ash produced to 

provide the tons of ash disposed in the ash ponds.  This is the amount that the ash marketing 

vendor is required to remove on an annual basis.  Balances are brought forward from the 

previous year, both positive and negative, to maintain an accurate accounting of the obligation of 

the ash marketing vendor. 
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3.3 Verification of Pond Water Levels 

As identified in Section 3.1 above there are specific limits for the pool (pond) elevation in the 

various sections of the ash pond system.  The current invert elevation of each culvert in use 

between the ash pond sections is 1080 feet.  Using these elevations along with knowing the pipe 

diameters of each pipe (2 feet), a verification that the water level in each of the ponds is below 

the levels recommended in the HWS study can be made. Observer shall note if inlet of each pipe 

listed in the weekly ash pond inspection form is submersed.  Anytime any portion of the pipe is 

out of the water; elevations are below the recommended maximum level.  Readings will be 

logged on the weekly ash pond inspection form, located in Appendix A. 

3.4 Excavation Practices 

The fly ash disposal pond containment assessment determined that the original ash pond dikes 

had ash materials placed immediately inside the original dikes and in some cases on top of the 

existing dikes.  In some locations it is difficult for the casual observer to determine the exact 

location of the centerline of the original dike.  For this reason MidAmerican has taken a very 

conservative approach to excavation near the outside original dikes.  The study indicated that 

excavation should not take place within 50 feet of the center line of the original dike.  

MidAmerican will limit excavation so that it will not take place within 100 feet of the apparent 

centerline of the original dike location.  This approach will provide an additional margin of 

safety to prevent accidentally digging too close to the original dike. 

Maximum depths for excavation for each of the ash pond areas have also been established in 

Section 3.1 above.  In general these maximum excavation depths are equivalent to the original 

bottom of the ash pond when the ponds were first excavated during original construction and are 

therefore equal to the bottom of the original constructed dike.  Digging below this level 

dramatically increases the risk of dike failure.  If there are other factors that act to weaken the 

dike, such as the height of the existing dike being lower than the original height, the maximum 

depth of excavation will be raised to compensate for that deficiency.  The excavation depths 

listed in Section 3.1 above are not to be exceeded during pond excavation. 

3.5 Stock Pile of Ash 

Ash excavated from the ash ponds may be stock piled within the operating limits of the ash 

ponds for later use.  Care should be taken not to stock pile ash in areas that may lead to damage 

to the original ash pond dikes.  New stockpiles of excavated ash should not be placed within 100 

feet of the original ash pond dikes.  Existing stock piles of ash that are within 100 feet of the 

original ash pond dikes that are not causing damage to the original dikes do not need to be 

removed.  Where possible, excavated materials should be stockpile in the central areas of the ash 

ponds.
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Section 4.0 Inspections and Recordkeeping 

4.1 Inspection Guidelines

4.1.1 Reference Convention 

Convention dictates that when you refer to right or left on a dam, your perspective should always 

be facing downstream (with the reservoir behind you). For example, the right abutment would be 

on your right-hand side when you are standing on the crest looking downstream. 

4.1.2 Conducting the Inspection

It is helpful to prepare an inspection route in advance to assure that every part of the berm will be 

observed.  The following is a recommended sequence to assist in your inspection: 

! UPSTREAM/DOWNSTREAM SLOPE - Walk across the slope in a parallel or 

zigzag pattern from abutment to abutment.  From a given point on the slope, you 

can usually see small details for a distance of 10 to 100 feet in each direction, 

depending on the roughness of the surface, vegetation, and other surface 

conditions.

! CREST - Walk across the crest from abutment to abutment.  Inspecting the crest 

is similar to inspecting the slopes. You can use either a zigzag pattern or a parallel 

pattern to inspect the crest.  View the crest from many different perspectives. 

Some deficiencies can be spotted close up, while other deficiencies can be 

observed only from a distance. 

! EMBANKMENT-ABUTMENT CONTACTS - Walk the entire length of the 

embankment-abutment contacts (groin). 

! OUTFALL/VALVES - Observe all accessible features. 

! DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL - Travel the route of the stream below the dam to 

maintain familiarity with locations of residences and property which can be 

affected by dam failure. 

! DOWNSTREAM TOE - Walk the entire length of the downstream toe. 

4.1.3 Techniques

Parallel or zigzag pattern - Both of these techniques are acceptable methods for walking the dam 

slopes and crest. Remember, the goal is to be able to see the entire surface of the embankment clearly. 

Reaching this goal may require that you walk the surfaces several times.
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        Zigzag Pattern      Parallel Pattern 

Sighting - When checking the alignment of the crest and any berms on the upstream and 

downstream slopes, a useful sighting technique is to center your eyes along the line being viewed 

and move from side to side in order to view the line from several angles. 

In sighting along the crest, you need to view your chosen reference line from a number of 

different perspectives.  First sight on a direct line; then move to either side.  The sighting 

technique is useful for detecting a change in the uniformity of the slope.  The contact between 

the reservoir waterline and the upstream slope should parallel the alignment of the dam axis.  In 

other words, the reservoir waterline should be a straight line if the dam has a straight axis. 

4.2 Inspection Frequency 

4.2.1 Operational Inspections - Regular operational inspections are typically conducted by 

members of the plant EHS department. These inspections involve visual inspection of the berm, 

along with the recording of data obtained from staff gauges or other instrumentation on-site.  

Laboratory technicians will drive the berm of the ponds at least weekly and document any 

observations noted on the weekly inspection checklist found in Appendix A.  A monthly 

inspection will be completed by a member of the EHS department.  This includes driving the 

perimeter of the ponds and recording observations identified on the form found in Appendix B.  

A more detailed ash pond inspection will be completed on an annual basis by a member of the 

EHS department and an engineer familiar with the dike embankments and associated engineering 

data collected during studies of the embankments.  This inspection includes both a driving and 

walking inspection of the berms and completion of the annual inspection form in Appendix C.  

4.2.2 Engineering Inspection - The engineering inspection consists of a thorough evaluation of 

the structural and hydraulic condition of the berms and includes an internal inspection of the 

outlet structure.  These inspections will be conducted by a licensed professional engineer 

experienced in dam construction and design. Engineering inspections will be conducted every 
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five years. The Environmental Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring this inspection is 

completed and all documentation is filed. 

4.3 Record Retention 

All records of inspections, maintenance logs and other supporting documentation shall be kept 

for a minimum of 3 years or longer if directed otherwise. 

Section 5.0 Berm Maintenance

5.1 Vegetation Control 

Vegetative cover for berm embankments should consist of a suitable growth of grass, a well-

established cover of grass provides satisfactory crest and downstream slope protection. The grass cover 

should be maintained to a maximum height of approximately six inches to allow proper embankment 

inspection. In addition, well-maintained grass helps prevent animal burrowing and controls deep-rooted 

vegetation.

Bare embankment slopes are susceptible to erosion, and the presence of cattails and other water-

loving vegetation is often indicative of a high water surface or seepage within the embankment.  

Tree and brush growth on embankments is also undesirable, as it provides cover for burrowing 

animals; prevents a thorough inspection of the embankment; provides an avenue for seepage as 

roots decay; and if trees tip over during windstorms, the loss of soil around the root mass can 

compromise the integrity of the embankment. 

5.1.1 Mowing 

Mowing on all outer berm walls and crest will be completed as needed to enable proper 

inspection and maintenance activities to continue throughout the year.  Mowing will be 

completed by a contractor and dates the mowing activities take place will be documented on the 

Maintenance Log of Events sheet included in Appendix C. 

5.1.2 Reseeding 

Reseeding of berms and crests will take place anytime soil is disturbed or vegetation is lost due 

to construction or berm management activities.  Proper soil erosion control techniques will be 

used to ensure any erosion is minimized. Erosion control activities may include but not limited to 

straw cover, silt fences and bale checks. All erosion control devices must be maintained and kept 

onsite until vegetation has regained control of the site. Reseeding shall be documented on the 

Maintenance Log of Events sheet in Appendix C. 

5.1.3 Woody Vegetation Control 

Mowing activities should control most Woody vegetation.  In those instances that mowing does 

not inhibit the growth of woody vegetation, a contractor may be used to remove the woody 
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vegetation from the berm or embankment.  If trees and shrubs will re-sprout after being cut, a 

licensed contractor shall be used to apply an inhibitor onto the stumps of trees and shrubs that 

have been cut to prevent re-growth. 

5.1.4 Spraying 

In instances when mowing is not effective means of keeping weeds and unwanted vegetation 

from growing on berms and crest of the ash pond area, a licensed contractor shall be used to 

spray for weeds and unwanted vegetation.  Certain weeds destabilize the berm by acting like 

woody vegetation.  Root masses are less prevalent and density of cover is much less than typical 

grass covers allowing for open soil areas that may be exposed to erosion.  Weeds often grow 

much quicker than grasses and will inhibit berm inspections from being completed effectively.  

5.2 Berm Structural Control 

Structural integrity of the berms is maintained by ensuring deficiencies noted during routine 

operational and engineering inspections is taken care as efficiently as possible. Small burrows, 

rutting, surface erosion and other minor deficiencies can be repaired by plant staff or onsite 

contractor.

If major structural deficiencies are noted, an engineering firm should be brought in to analyze the 

berm stability and develop a plan for restoration of the berm area.  All maintenance activities 

associated with structural restoration must be logged into the Maintenance Log of Events sheet. 

Section 6.0 Security 

The Neal North facility is staffed with Security personnel 24 hour/day, 7 days per week.  

Security personnel make daily rounds out in the ash pond area.  The access gate from Port Neal 

Circle is locked closed during evening hours, weekends and holidays.  The second access point 

to the ash pond area is through the plant.  Access to the plant must be granted by an MEC 

employee before anyone outside the company can gain access to the site. 
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Appendix A 

Weekly Inspection Form 

3B Weir Box 

Water Elevation

(Feet)

Culvert 1

(Pond 2 to 3A) 

Culvert 2 

(Pond 3A to 3B) 

Culvert 3 

(Pond 3B North 

to 3B South) 

Date Recommended 

Level >/= 5.5 

Feet

Is Culvert 

Submersed?

Is Culvert 

Submersed?

Is Culvert 

Submersed?

Form: Ash Pond Berm Operation and Maintenance Plan   Rev. 12.7.2010 JGS 
*Please return completed form to Environmental Coordinator for review and filing. * 
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Appendix B 

Monthly Inspection Form 
(Insert Inspection Form) 



Owner: MidAmerican Energy Company

Faciltiy: Neal North Energy Center

Unit I.D.: Neal 1, 2 & 3 Ash Ponds

Yes No

5.2  Is water level in culvert less than or equal to 2 feet above the upstream pipe invert elevation?

6.0  Pond 3B North to Pond 3B South

Monthly Coal Combustion Ash Pond Dam Inspection
Inspector's Name:

Date:

Inspector's Signature:

1.0  Are the tops of the dikes free of cracks or settlement?

Driving inspection of all outer ash pond dikes:

2.0  Is there erosion visible on the outside slopes of the dikes?

4.0  Pond 1.  Water level is below safe elevation as indicated on elevation marker?

5.0  Pond 2 to Pond 3A 

3.0  Is there erosion visible on the inside slopes of the dikes?

Pond Elevations:

5.1  Is water flowing freely?

6.1  I water flowing freely?

Discharge Elevations:

Note Section (list Inspection number first):

9.0  Record Discharge Level at Discharge to River

Record Level

6.1 I water flowing freely?

6.2  Is water level in culvert less than or equal to 2 feet above the upstream pipe invert elevation?

7.0  Pond 3A to Pond 3B South

7.1  I water flowing freely?

7.2  Is water level in culvert less than or equal to 2 feet above the upstream pipe invert elevation?

8.0  Record 3B South Pond Elevation at Discharge Structure
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Appendix C 

Annual Inspection Form 
(Insert Inspection Form) 



Owner: MidAmerican Energy Company Inspector's Name:

Faciltiy: Date:

Unit I.D.: Inspector's Signature:

Answer Yes No Answer Yes No
1. Date of ash pond dike 

inspections

14.  Major erosion or slope 

deterioration?

2. Pond Elevation ( weir box 

reading) 15.  Decant Pipes:

3. Drainage ditch normal 

elevation

15a. Is water entering inlet, 

but not exiting outlet?

4.  Location of lowest ash 

pond dike crest elevation

15b.  Is water exiting outlet, 

but not entering inlet?

5.  Is embankments under 

construction?

15c.  Is water exting outlet 

flowing clear?

6.  Are trees growing on 

embankment?

16.  Seepage occuring from 

locations listed below:

7. Any cracks or scarps on 

t?

16a.  Isolated points on 

b k t l ?

Annual Coal Combustion Ash Pond Dam Inspection

Neal North Energy Center

Neal 1 Ash Pond

crest? embankment slopes?

8.  Is there significant 

settlement along crest?

16b.  Natural hillside in the 

embankment area?

9.  Are there depressions or 

sinkholes in tailings surface or 

whirlpool in pool area?

16c.  Over a widespread 

area?

10.  Are spillways, groins, 

ditches clogged with debris?

16d.  Around the outside of 

the decant pipe?

11.Are outlets of decant of 

underldrains blocked?

17.  Surface movements in valley 

bottom or hillside

12.  Are there cracks or scarps 

on slopes?

18.  Water against downstream 

toe?

13.  Is there sloughing or 

bulging on slopes? 19.  Were photos taken?

Note Section (list Inspection number first):

Attention:  Major adverse changes in any of these items could cause instability of dike structure and should be reported immediately.  

Abnormal conditions should be described in the notes section.



Owner: MidAmerican Energy Company

Faciltiy: Neal North Energy Center

Unit I.D.: Neal 2 & 3 Ash Ponds

Answer Yes No Answer Yes No

1. Date of ash pond dike inspections

14.  Major erosion or slope 

deterioration?

2. Pond Elevation ( weir box reading) 15.  Decant Pipes:

3. Drainage ditch normal elevation

15a. Is water entering inlet, but 

not exiting outlet?

4.  Location of lowest ash pond dike 

crest elevation

15b.  Is water exiting outlet, but 

not entering inlet?

5.  Is embankments under 

construction?

15c.  Is water exting outlet 

flowing clear?

6.  Are trees growing on 

embankment?

16.  Seepage occuring from locations 

listed below:

16a.  Isolated points on 

Annual Coal Combustion Ash Pond Dam Inspection
Inspector's Name:

Date:

Inspector's Signature:

7. Any cracks or scarps on crest? embankment slopes?

8.  Is there significant settlement 

along crest?

16b.  Natural hillside in the 

embankment area?

9.  Are there depressions or sinkholes 

in tailings surface or whirlpool in 

pool area?       16c.  Over a widespread area?

10.  Are spillways, groins, ditches 

clogged with debris?

16d.  Around the outside of the 

decant pipe?

11.Are outlets of decant of 

underldrains blocked?

17.  Surface movements in valley 

bottom or hillside

12.  Are there cracks or scarps on 

slopes? 18.  Water against downstream toe?

13.  Is there sloughing or bulging on 

slopes? 19.  Were photos taken?

Attention: Major adverse 

Note Section (list Inspection number first):
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Appendix D 

Maintenance Log of Events 

Date Routine/

Emergency 

Maintenance Action 

Performed

Contractor

Name

Signature of 

Responsible

Employee
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Appendix E 
Aerial Photo 
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Appendix F 

Plant Contacts 

Name Title Daytime

Number

Night Number Cell Number 

Reg Soepnel General Manager (712) 277-5222 (712) 266-5739 (712) 266-5739

Brad Lewis Unit Manager-

Operations

(712) 277-6331 (712) 943-8534 (712) 251-7009

Mark Skinner Unit Manager-

Maintenance

(712) 277-6323 (712) 943-3411 (712) 490-5207

Dale Norton Assistant Unit 

Manager-

Operations

(712) 277-6383 (402) 404-8248 (712) 204-2854

Marc Fracisco Assistant Unit 

Manager-

Maintenance

(712) 277-6342 (712) 899-6162 (712) 899-6162

Sam Nelson Manager -

Environmental 

Health & Services

(712) 277-5287 (712) 943-9123 (712) 541-1451

Jeff Schultzen Senior

Environmental 

Coordinator

(712) 277-5232 (712) 873-5950 (712) 301-1542

Tom Dalke

Hank Glisar

Gary Haight

Marc Rosenholtz

Bill Brown

Paul Licht

Shift Supervisors (712) 277-5218

MEC

Substations,

MEC Gas 

Department

Internal Emergency 

Facilities Line
1-800-622-1003

Adam Chandler Headwaters 

Resources Inc.
Office: 943-5247 

Cell: (712) 216-0388 
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Appendix G 

Pond Height Elevation Sheet 

The concrete platform at the pond where sluice gate 1 (SG1) is located is elevation 1084.86 feet.

This was surveyed in August of 2009 by DGR Company.  Elevation was written on concrete pad. 

Pond height elevations can be figured by taking a height reading on the weir box and using the 

conversion table below. 

Pond Height 

Reading

Pond Elevation 

(Feet)

Concrete Pad 1084.86

2 1082.86

2.5 1082.36

3 1081.86

3.5 1081.36

4 1080.86

4.5 1080.36

5 1079.86

5.5 1079.36

6 1078.86

6.5 1078.36

7 1077.86

7.5 1077.36

8 1076.86

Note: Numbers in red indicate water height over the engineering study recommended level.

Please inform Jeff Schultzen or Sam Nelson if the level reaches the 5.5 foot mark. 
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APPENDIX D 

 

REQUESTED INFORMATION 

1) Responses to request for missing or additional information 

2) HWS Report Appendices D and H (Underseepage Analyses Results) 

3) HWS Report Appendix H (Liquefaction analyses results) 

4) Design drawings for outlet structure 

5) Geotek Report of Soil Test Borings at Pond 1 outside slope ash berm 
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1)  Responses to request for missing or additional information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Neal North Energy Center Questions: 

 

1. In the provided copy of the HWS Geotechnical Engineering Report several appendices 

are missing, including Appendices D, E, F and the liquefaction analyses that are indicated 

in the report text to be in Appendix H. Appendix D is not critical but we would like to 

receive the unconfined compression test reports in Appendix E, the triaxial shear test 

reports in Appendix F, and the Liquefaction analyses. 

 

a. The remaining report appendices are attached. 

 

2. We would like to receive the design (or as-built) drawings for the relatively new outlet 

structure at the “polishing pond” (3B south). 

 

a. The design drawings for the outfall structure are attached. 

 

3. In the field it was noted that there is a relatively massive berm of apparent ash material 

on the outside slope (river side) of the dike embankment for impoundment 1.  We 

would like to receive information about this berm, including composition, purpose, and 

when it was placed. 

 

a. GeoTek Engineering and Testing Services was contracted to advance three soil 

test borings in the apparent expanded ash pond berm area.  The borings were 

placed in what appeared to be the middle of the expanded berm and spaced 

equally along the north/south center line of the apparent expanded berm.  All 

borings were advanced to a depth of 11 feet.  Boring #1, toward the south, 

contained bottom ash and coal residuals in the top 4.5 feet.  Boring #2, in the 

middle, contained bottom ash and coal residuals in the top 7 feet.  Boring 3, 

toward the north, contained bottom ash and coal residuals to a depth of 11 feet.   

A copy of the test boring report is attached.  Once permits are obtained from the 

Army Corp of Engineers and the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 

MidAmerican Energy plans to remove the apparent berm extension and place 

the material inside impoundment number 1. 

 

4. Impoundment 1 has no outlet.  In case of record extreme and prolonged wet weather 

how is it assured that the water level in the impoundment will be maintained below the 

maximum 1078.5 feet recommended by HWS in order to maintain an acceptable factor 

of safety against seepage uplift and internal erosion of foundation soils?  If portable 

pumps are used, where would the water be discharged? 

 

a. A fixed water elevation gauge will be installed inside the impoundment so that 

maintenance of the water level below 1078.5 can be verified visually.  If the 

water level approaches the upper limit of 1078.5, portable pumps will be used to 

pump the water to the impoundment # 2 located directly east of impoundment 



#1.  That water will then flow to the east and eventually reach the NPDES 

permitted discharge structure. 

 

5. What are the record high water levels in the impoundments (1, 2 & 3A, 3B north, and 3B 

south)? 

 

a. Prior to the completion of the Geotechnical Engineering Report, the ash pond 

levels routinely operated from 1080 to 1082.  The original design drawings 

provided a discharge weir elevation of 1082.46 with the installation of all stop 

logs and the weir.  The original installation included one less stop log resulting in 

an initial pond elevation at the discharge point of 1081.5.  One additional stop 

log was removed shortly thereafter to provide more freeboard during automatic 

valve closure.  The new operating elevation was 1080.5.  After the study in 2009, 

two additional stop logs were removed resulting in a pond elevation of 1078.5.  

Recently two more stop logs were removed for winter operation lowering the 

pond elevation to 1076.5. 

 

There are no records of the record high levels in the ponds other than what is 

described as normal operating levels above. 
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2)  HWS Report Appendices D and H (Underseepage Analyses Results) 
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3)  HWS Report Appendix H (Liquefaction analyses results) 
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4)  Design drawings for outlet structure 
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5)  Geotek Report of Soil Test Borings at Pond 1 outside slope ash berm 

 



 
 

     

605-335
 
 

GEOTEK ENGINEERING   
 & TESTING SERVICES, INC. 
 909 East 50th Street North 
 Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57104 

-5512 Fax 605-335-0773 

September 30, 2010 
 

MidAmerican Energy Company 
Neal South Central Storeroom 
2761 Port Neal Circle 
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa 51054 
 
Attn: Jeff Schultzen 
 
Subj: Soil Test Borings 
 Ash Pond Area 
 MidAmerican Energy Neal North Facility 
 Near Sergeant Bluff, Iowa 
 GeoTek #10-B81 
 

This correspondence presents our written report of the soil test borings for the referenced project.  
We performed our work in accordance with purchase order number 274448 dated September 17, 
2010. 

We performed three (3) soil test borings at the site on September 28, 2010.  The boring locations 
were staked by MidAmerican Energy Company and were on top of the west berm of the existing 
ash pond.  Boring #1 was to the south, boring #2 was in the center and boring #3 was to the 
north. 

The borings extended to a depth of 11 feet below existing ground surface.  The attached boring 
logs illustrate the subsurface conditions encountered at the test locations.  The subsurface conditions 
at other times and locations at the site may differ from those found at our test boring locations. 

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact our office at (605) 335-5512. 

 
Respectfully Submitted, 
GeoTek Engineering & Testing Services, Inc. 
 
 
 
Jeff Christensen, P.E. 
Geotechnical Manager 
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BORING LOG SYMBOLS AND DESCRIPTIVE TERMINOLOGY 
   

   
GeoTek Engineering & Testing Services, Inc. 

 
SYMBOLS FOR DRILLING AND SAMPLING 

 
 Symbol Definition 
 Bag  Bag sample 
 CS  Continuous split-spoon sampling 
 DM  Drilling mud 
 FA  Flight auger; number indicates outside diameter in inches 
 HA  Hand auger; number indicates outside diameter in inches 
 HSA  Hollow stem auger; number indicates inside diameter in inches 
 LS  Liner sample; number indicates outside diameter of liner sample 
 N  Standard penetration resistance (N-value) in blows per foot 
 NMR  No water level measurement recorded, primarily due to presence of drilling fluid 

NSR No sample retrieved; classification is based on action of drilling equipment and/or 
material noted in drilling fluid or on sampling bit 

 SH  Shelby tube sample; 3-inch outside diameter 
 SPT  Standard penetration test (N-value) using standard split-spoon sampler 
 SS  Split-spoon sample; 2-inch outside diameter unless otherwise noted 
 WL  Water level directly measured in boring 
 ▼  Water level symbol 

 
 

SYMBOLS FOR LABORATORY TESTS 
 

 Symbol Definition 
 WC  Water content, percent of dry weight; ASTM:D2216 
 D  Dry density, pounds per cubic foot 
 LL  Liquid limit; ASTM:D4318 
 PL  Plastic limit; ASTM:D4318 
 QU  Unconfined compressive strength, pounds per square foot; ASTM:D2166 

 
 

DENSITY/CONSISTENCY TERMINOLOGY 
 

Density    Consistency 
Term   N-Value Term 
Very Loose  0-4  Soft 
Loose   5-8  Firm 
Medium Dense  9-15  Stiff 
Dense   16-30  Very Stiff 
Very Dense  Over 30  Hard 

 
 

DESCRIPTIVE TERMINOLOGY 
 

Term   Definition 
Dry   Absence of moisture, powdery 
Frozen   Frozen soil 
Moist   Damp, below saturation 
Waterbearing  Pervious soil below water 
Wet   Saturated, above liquid limit 
Lamination  Up to ½” thick stratum 
Layer   ½” to 6” thick stratum 
Lens   ½” to 6” discontinuous stratum 

 

PARTICLE SIZES 
 

Term   Particle Size 
Boulder   Over 12” 
Cobble   3” – 12” 
Gravel   #4 – 3” 
Coarse Sand  #10 – #4 
Medium Sand  #40 – #10 
Fine Sand  #200 – #40 
Silt and Clay  passes #200 sieve 

 
 

GRAVEL PERCENTAGES 
 

Term   Range 
A trace of gravel 2-4% 
A little gravel  5-15% 
With gravel  16-50% 
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